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Skysailor 
Official Publication Of The Hang 
Gliding Federation of Australia 

Skysailor appears 12 times per year as a service 
to members . For non-members living in 

Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas 
magazine subscription is Aus. $65 (sent Economy 
Air), Aus $95 Airmail. Cheques should be made 
payable to and sent to HGFA 
Contributions are needed. Articles, photographs 
and illustrations are all acceptable although the 
editor reserves the right to edit or delete contribu
tions where necessary. 
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be published 
and all contributions should be accompanied by the 
contributor's name, address and HGFA number for 
verification purposes. 
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility 
for the material or opinions presented in Skysailor. 
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA 
Copyright in articles and other contri butions is 
vested in each of the authors in respect of their 
contribution. 

SKYSAILOR CONTRIBlITIONS 

All Skysailor contributions to: 
Marie Jeffery 

PO Box 401, ALSTONVILLE 2477 
Fax: (066) 285117 
Ph: (066) 280356 

8am-8um 

Keep the articles coming!! 

We will give $50 per montb for tbe best cover photo 
sent in. It can be a black and white, colour photo or 
slide. 

All photos will be sent back if requested. Please supply 
a stamped, self addressed envelope for their return. 

DEADLINE 
15th of the month (for the following month's issue!) 
for contributions, market place, etc. Market place is 
free to 1lIllw£W members - please quote your number
otherwise a charge of $5 per ad is applicable. 

ADVERTISING 
Advertising rates are available from the Editor. All ads 
must be paid in advance. Layout, separations and extra 
work incur additional cosL 

Market Place ads are to be directed to the Editor. 

ADDRESSES 
All correspondence, including membership renewals, 
sbort term memberships, rating forms and otber ad
ministrative matters should be sent to: HANG 
GUDING FED. OF AUSTRAUA 
EXECunVE DIRECTOR: Ian JannaD 
PO Box 558 
1UMUT NSW rnJJ 
Tel (069) 472 888, Fx/AH Answer Machine 069 474328 

PRESIDENT: Andrew Humphries 
09 3816053, 018 917537 

OPERATIONS MANAGER 
Craig Worth 
Ph/Fx 065592713 Mobile : 018 657419 

For information about site ratings, sites and otber local 
matters, contact the appropriate state 
association/region or cl ub. 

Southern Region NSW 
25 Beverley Ave 
Warilla NSW 2528 
Pres. James Nathaniel (042) 971923 

Northern NSW Region 
Pres. Dane Snelling 029131294 
Sec. Ian Duncan 029189962 
Treas. Glenn Salmon 029180091 

ACI1IGA SthQld 
PO Box 3496 POBox 149 
Manuka 2603 Kenmore Q 4069 
Sec. Gary Lilley Pres. Tony Giammicbele 
(06) 2925302 073584101 
Pres. Phil Robinson Sec/PR James Christensen, 
018625181 072026342H 
SSO. Peter Muffet 078642788 W 
06 2927701 

Nth Qld:12 VanEldik Av HGAWA 
Andergrove Q 4740 PO Box 82 
Pres. Dave Lamont South Perth 6151 
079461157 Pres Danny Byrne 
Sec(frs: Ron Huxhagen (09) 4449920 H 
(079) 552913 09 3167628 W 

VicHGA TasHGA 
PO Box 400 31 Hillside Cres 
Prahran 3181 West Launceston 7250 

HGFAMerchandise 

Support your sport! 

Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast pocket, colour logo and quote on the back 
Cap 
Leather Key Ring - metal with full colour enamel logo 
Metal Lapel Badge 
Car stickers 
Embroidered badge 
••• Topographic maps for all ar'eas at discount prices ••• 

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders 

Pres Jobo Twomey 
(03) 3972612 H 
Sec Tony Hughs 
052 438245 AH 

SABGA 
Unit 12 3 Glenburnie St 
Seaton SA 5023 
Sec. Steve Hoefis 
(OS) 452487 H 
(08) 2595991 W 
Fax (OS) 2597115 W 

Sec. Steve Cameron 
(003) 311561 H 

PGConveDor 
Stuart Andrews 
PO Box 9 
Tooma NSW 2642 
(069)484461 

TrIke Committee members: 
Kevin Magennis, Convener, 018 181071 
Johanne Pamiczky, Sec, Newcastle, Ph 049 307895 
Paul Mollison, Certification, Newcastle 049 570216 
NeviUe Hoger, Registration, Mackay 079 577142 
Paul Haines, Public Relations, 042 941031 pblWtam 
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CLUBS 077890284 H Club 065821966 067821073 03 2882480 bh 
077819432W Sec. Mark: Cafe NewcastJe HG Club 067821267 Sec. Christine Danger 

Queensland SSO Graeme Etherton 063791310 Pres Simon Lewis SSO.Pat Lenders 054 283185 ah 
Cairns HG Club 077733580 SSO. Bruce Barcham 049261829 067729272 1st Wed Retreat Hot 
Pres Warwick GiU Gary Rogers 063791310 018689243 Upper Blue Mts 226 Nicholson St 
070563333 077792645 Great Lakes HGe Inc Sec Bill Olive HGClub Abbotsford 
Sec Kevin Gilligan Whitsundays HG CL Pres. Jim Parsons 049213800W Pres Glen Thompson Western Australia 
070553343 Pres. Greg Gunning 065554077 "PG" Ian Ladyman 063531239 
NevAkers The Great Sandy Desert 

070512438 W 
079598445 Sec Steve Tinson 049498946 Sec. Lucas Trihey HGClub 
Sec. Ron Huxhagen 065558091 SSO. Ross Duncan 047871480 Pres. Ian Sallie 

Capricorn 079552913 065545700W 049431900 Victoria 091798487H 
Skyrlden Qub Inc Treas. John Fielder SSO. Bob Barnes meet last Wed Souths 

Eastern HG Club Sec Joe Langford 
Pres Brian Hampson 079577212 065540416 Leagues Club 091798655H 
079226527 SSO. Niel Scobie Peter Batchelor 
Sec Bron Ahern 

D1awarra Hanl Northern Beaches HG 037353095 Dalwalllnu HG Club 079591329 Gliding Club Inc Club Inc (Sydney) 
079262237 Andrew Philips Pres. Jonathan Back 

Brian Smith 
New South Wales ' Meet: Illawarra Pres: Jim Allen 037580091 AH meet 3rd 093418328H 

079287858 Byron Bay HG Club Inc Yacht Club 1st Wed 029711715 Wed Olinda Hotel Main 093817094 W 
Pres Peter Aitken Pres George Barrie Sec: Ian Duncan St, Lilydale (n. rail line) Sec Mark: Thompson 

Canunara HG Club 066853358 042855567 029189962 093673263H 
Pres. Nick Dillane North East Victorian 

Sec. David Smith Sec Warwick Kelly SSO. Forrest Park 094917642W 
075991363 042261707 029972238 HG Club Inc 
Sec. Gordon Bieske 

066 Pres & SSO John Adams 
SSO. Peter Aitken SSO. James Nathaniel Stan well Park Club 

075435505 042261377 057572945 

SSO.KenHiU 
066853358 Pres. Andrew Nethery Sec John Schilling 

075435631 
meet 1st Wed ea month KoscluskoAlplne 042943665 057522694 
Central Coast HG Club Paragliding Club Sec. Annelies Norland Treas & PG Geoff White 

Gladstone HG Club (NSW) Pro Anne McRitchie 042942474 057562255 
31 WilsonSt Pres Garry Moulston 064576041 SSO. Keiran Tapsell VHGA rep Peter Roper 
Gladstone 0 4680 

043344866 Sec. Allan Lehepuu 042942645 037435365 
Pres. Colan McGree 

Sec Paul Gibbs 018484123 meet 7.30pm lstSun 
Southern HG Club 079722477 043341919 SSO.Heinz Gloor ea month Helensburgh 

018770912 Site Officer Duncan Brown 064567171 Workers' Club Pres. Mike Slape 
Sec. Dave Keonedy 035438331 AH 

079781329 
043342406 Lower Blue Mts HG Sydney H G Club 1st Tues 
2nd Wed Tuggerah Lakes Club Inc Pres Qive Gilmour Anchor & Hope Tav 

Sunshlne Coast HG Club MemClub Pres. David Middleton 042941261 Church St Richmond 
(Old) Central West HG Club 026236961 Sec Steve Hocking 
Sec. Rohert Keen Pres Len Paton Sec. ~chaeIShyne 023274484 Sky High PG Club 

074455642 027243405 Pres. Ken MitchelhiU 

Pres. Ron Rimkus 
068537220 Sydney PG Club 038879173 ah 
Sec. Jeony Ganderton SSO. Nigel Felton Pres Tim Gearing 

074821664 068 511533 026282609 026321634 
SSO.Dave Cookman 

Tres. Mark Madden Mld North CoastHG Sec & SSO Mark Mitsos 
074498573 063622927 Assoc(NSW) 042674570 
Townsville HG Assoc Inc Christian Flyers Pres. Paul Hazelgrove Tamwortb/Manilia HGe 
Pres Brad Cooper IanLobb 018657366 Andrew Pepper 
077792853 Stanwell Park Sec & SSO. Lee Scott 067654520 
Vice-Pres Graham Beplate 

042941656 065565265 018416258 
077732913 Ben Leonard Richard Riley 
Sec Robin Dawson Cudgelong Valley HG 

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia Inc 
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Name: 

PhoneHm 

Payment Details: $ 

Expiry Date: 

Signature: 

HGFA Schedule of Fees 
$125 12months(FUU..) Membership 

$ 115 (Nth-NSW) 12 mths RILL Membership 

$135 (SA) 12mths FUlLmcmbership 

$20 PHO Piloto Operotional Levy 

$50 AdditiOllal Family Member (12 mootbs) 

$25 Rejoining Admini.tntioo Pee 

$45 Sbort Term Membership (4 mootbs) 

$45 Visiting Pilei Membenbip (4 mootbs) 

PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720 
Ph: 069 47 2888, Fx: 069 474328 

Assisted by the Australian Sports Commission 

Membership Application 
....... Address: 

office use OD Iy 

Occupation: State: . Postcode: 

Wk Sex: M/F Birthdate: 

. Cheque / Money Order / Mastercard / Bankcard / Visa 

. Card #: 

$15 Trial/lnstructiooal Aigbt(TIF) 
7 Days total available through instructors only 

$50 (12issues)"Skysailor" Subocriptioo (Noolly) 

$65 Overseas (sent SAL) 

$95 Overseas (Sent Ainnail) 

$5 FAlL.i=ce 

$15 PHO Opo Manual 

$ 10 Compo Manu.1 

$5 Tow Ma.uals 

SKYSAILOR 



over The Rainbo tv 
Stay at ... 

t.Afl/ADO HOTOR (NN 
,-, 1\" Rainbow Beach 

Situated adjacent to Carlo Sand Blow 
on Cooloola Drive 

• Special Deals for hang and parag/ider pilots 

• 20 units all with private facilities including linen 

• Fully licensed bar and a-la-carte restaurant 

• Budget priced meals available 

• Swimming pool , covered gas BBQ & laundry 
facilities 

Phone Margaret or Bruce Craig 
for details 

074 863211 
PO Box 89 Rainbow Beach Qld 4581 

April 1994 

European PIG 
Tour 

4th July to 27th July 1994 

Flying some of the 
most famous sites: 

Fiesch, Verbier, 
Mieussy, Chamonix, 
Annecy, St Hilaire, 

St Andre les Alpes etc 
Active Air Sports provides: 

.I Air fare (open ticket or return when 
you want) 

.I Transport 

.I Local guide (Australian/French in
structor, Pascal Ferret) 

You provide: 
.I Petrol ($10 per day maximum) 

.I Food (try local culinary delights -
Tres Chic) 

.I Equipment 

.I A sense of Adventure! 

Strictly limit: (Deadline 31 st April) 

7 pilots (intermediate rating plus some 
thermal pilot skills) 

Cost approx. $3500 

Contact Tony or Terri at 
for details on 042 942999 

or 
042942584 
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...... --~~------------------, point I wish to mention was the in

A ~_ ... ~ A!'.!P_ $ 4- credible shared friendship, 
~ ~ ~ iV ~ knowledge and experiences be

tween both male and female, natione ~ e ~ e al and international, hang glider and 
paraglider pilots. 

~ --' Flying different sites in foreign 
~ ~ t!, e dB" ~ terrain was an educational as well as 

L....::::::::::::::: _________________ ...... enjoyable experience which I can 

Holiday Flying 
Dear Marie . 
I am a novice pilot from SE Queensland 
(Canungra club) and recently went on a holiday 
down the East Coast, taking my kite with me, of 
course! 

Along the way I was helped by many people, 
in many regions and the hospitality and willing
ness I experienced from the hang/para gliding 
community makes me proud to 
be counted in their number. 

The following is a short list of 
those I wish to thank: Neil Mer
sham and Joe Scott in Byron 
Bay, New South Wales; Ben 
Leonard and Bob Cox in Port 
Macquarie (Mid North Coast 
HG Assoc); Jim Parsons, Ron 
and Ian Hanaford in the Great 
Lakes HGC Inc and Steve Ruf
fels and Henri Graff of the 
Eagle School of Hang Gliding 
in Bright, Victoria. 

wholeheartedly endorse. 

Yours sincerely 
Boyd Brunsmann, 45249 

Construction Error 
Dear Marie 
This is to inform you and through you hopefully 
some of the paraglider pilots who have pur
chased a "Turbo-Chute" from Australian Light 
Wing. 

in regards to this issue. He told me that he was 
aware of the problem and that he had alerted 
some of his customers regarding this matter but 
had forgotten to contactthe undersigned. In case 
there are other pilots around who have not been 
contacted, it would be advisable to check the 
alignment of the vibration dampers. 

Best regards 
los Weemaes 

Site Overcrowding 
Dear Siblings of the Sky 
Why the push to increase our numbers? It's been 
a goal pursued by the naive majority of our 
bureaucrats for years. 

When I first started committing acts of avia
tion, and people asked me about our silly 
shenanigans, I'd wax lyrical about the safety, 
greatness and accessibility of real flying, but 

I've gradually changed my 
tune. Now people get an earful 
of the stupidity of jumping off 
a cliff with a bunch of tubes, 
wires and cloth. 

It's frightening to see the in
creasing congestion at our 
more popular sites. This far 
outweighs the ethereal gains 
that an increase in our numbers 
has brought so far . 

Airily yours 
Geoffrey Martin 

A Different Point of View 
Dear Members 

A special thank you to Geoff 
and Maz White (NE Vic HG 
Oub Inc) of the Bright Hikers 
Backpackers which I ~ 
recommend (good value too!), 
Bri tta Taylor, another novice in 
Melbourne; Oayton, an inter
mediate pilot from Western 
Australian at Bright and Bells 

Launching at Tallows Beach, Byron Bay NSW early January. 

The Operations Manager's 
report in February Skysailor 
contains an accident that is in 
contradiction with what ac
tually happened. 

The haze obliterating the horizon was caused by the NSW bush fires 
near Grafton. Photo by a Byron Bay club member 

It occurred on a low coastal 
cliff, and the glider ended up in 
the dri nk. In the descri ption it 

says, 'The lift was insufficient to soar and the 
pilot was forced to land tailwind in the water. ' 

Beach; Helen Jeffs of the Stan-
well Park Oub and all the Moyes crew in Syd
ney for fixing my kite so promptly during com
petition time (Australian Nationals). Thanks 
Vicki. Also ill the hangies and paras in Bright. 

And of course, many thanks to any people I 
forgot to mention specifically. Most interesting 
and enjoyable was the Southern HG club meet
ing in Melbourne of February 1994. One last 

After three flights, each of approximately 10 
minutes duration, it was found that one of the 
four vibration dampers, which hold the engine 
to the frame, was sheared off and a second 
vibration damper showed a crack. 

Upon closer inspection it was found that there 
was a severe misal ignment between the connec
tion point of the vibration damper on the frame 

and the connection poi nt 
...... ---------------------------, on the engine block, 

ACCOMMODATION 
in 

STANWELL PARK 

$15/night 
BED AND BREAKFAST 

Share room, wide verandahs with view of Bald Hill 
2 minutes' walk to shop, cafes, beach, landing area 

TV, stereo, local knowledge 

(042) 943561 
L-______________________________ ~ 
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causing shear loading 
and conti nuous stress on 
the vibration dampers . 
The misalignment was 
in excess of 3 mm for 
one vibration damper 
and in excess of 1 mm 
for the second one. This 
misalignment was 
caused by a construction 
error by the manufac
turer. 

I have contacted 
Howard Hughes of 
Australian Light Wing 

There were three of us who watched the whole 
thing from above, so the lift was not insufficient. 
Also, there is a small rock platform directly 
below take off that a few pilots, including 
myself, have successfully landed on when fail
ing to get up. And the guy landed crosswind, not 
tailwind. 

That particular site is difficult to get up on 
because the takeoffis low and on a big headland, 
which leaves it in a slight wind shadow. The 
pilot turned away from the ridge without giving 
himself enough time to try to get up,and in doing 
so also blew his approach for the rock platform. 

Yours in the interests of accuracy 
Geoff Martin 

Assuming this is the same incident as thC't 
reported, I am merely relaying what information 
I have received. Also one report is better than 
none. Obviously 2 reports would be better yet 
and we encourage eye witnesses of any inci
dent/accident to submit reports. Craig Worth, 
Operations Manager ~ 

SKYSAllOR 



Annual SAHGA Winter Coastal Flyin 

Date: 11,12 & 13 June (long weekend) 
Cost: Nil 

Meet: 11.00 am car park opposit~ Paul Kelley's' A' frame house, The 
Esplanade, Port Noarlunga South (overlooking and on the south side of 
the Onkaparinga River mouth) Adelaide, SA 
Communication: UHF channel 29 

Enquiries: Max Browne, phone 08 2932365 
Sites: The most popular sites at this'timeofyearare: Myponga Cliffs, Cape 
Jervis and the coast run, and Mount Terrible which are all rated novice. 
There will be a BBQ at Paul Kelley's house on Sunday night. 

2nd International Pal'agliding Tournament 
China 

Date: 10 - 17 September 1994 
Hosted by the Aero Sports Federation of China 
Objective: to strengthen friendship among paragliding pilots of the 
countries and regions of the world 
Location: Linzhou city (original Linxian county) Henan province, China. 
Linzhou located in central China, is famous for its scenic beauty and 
pleasant weather and is one of the best placed for developing the sport of 
paragliding. Several successful National Championships and International 
Tournaments have been organised in Linzhou city. 

Please contact the HGFA office for further information. 

1994 Women's World Championships 

Chelan, Washington, USA, 5-16 July 1994 

For more information contact the meet organisers Dan Uchytil (206 
4400998 or Larry Majchrzak on (509) 6823479. 

Canadian National Hang Gliding Championships 

July 16-24, Golden BC 

Contact: JC Hauchecorne, HPAC Comp Director, 1735 Dublin St, N 
WestminsterBCCanada V3M2Z9,ph 16045211559, fax 16046827851 

July 1-17 

Pre World Hang Gliding Championship 
Ager, Spain 

Contact Declan Doyle phone/fax 34.73.455170, Spai n 9-11.30, 19-22.00. 

BC Provincial Paragliding Championships 
Canada 

July 23-29, Okawagan BC 
Contact: Wayne Bertrand, Box 2039 STN. R., Kelowna BC Canada VlX 
4K5, ph 1 6047652359, fax 1 6047658200 

III Paragliding Open 
Linhares Serra da Estrela, Spain 

1-7 August 1997 

Contact INATEL, Call?lda de Santana 180, 1198 Lisboa Codex, tel: 
538871 

"Coupe Icare" 1994 

15th to 18th September 1994 

Entries to: Martine Lange, [care Festival Organisation, Office Du 
Tourisme, 38720 St Hilaire Du Touvet, ph: 76 08 33 99, Fax: 76 972056 

Don t fly blindl 

Read clouds and protect your eyes with these flight glasses 
that enhance cloud and shadow definition and reduce glare 

- UV protection I Z < _> -Shatterproof 

- Blue light filter 
.OPTICS. 

-Australian std AS 1067-1990 

Contact; Future Wings Flight Gear, PO Box 22, BuilL NSW 2516. Ph/fax 042674570 



Gajab Mungkur Cup, Indonesia 

Date: August 18th to 30th 1994 

Location: Wonogiri, Central Java 

The competition will involve both teams and in
dividual entries but will be limited to a maximum of 
fifty entrants. 

Wanted 
Good Photographs of Hang Gliders 

Entry fee : US$loo and all competitors flying 
Garuda Airlines will beeligible for 50% discount on 
both fares and airfreight. 

Adventure Photo Library requires slides (transparencies) of 
Hang Gliders, Pilots, Equipment and the general Scene. 

A full information package can be obtained from the 
HGFA office or from: 
Gajah Mungkur Cup '94, Lanud Adisumarmo, 
Surakarta (Solo), Jawa Tengah, Indonesia. Ph/fax 
Mr Iskak Karmanto, Tel: 62271 48304 & 62 271 
42579, Fax: 62 271 48104, OR: FASI, attn: Roy 
Sadewo, Fax: 6221 7508843 or 7250979. 

Please advise HGFA if you are interested in attend
ing. 

Eungella 94 

Dates: September 24 to 2 October 

Prizes: $5ooQ-cash prizes plus giveaways 
$500 spot landing competition 
Entry fee: $120, restricted to 50 pilots 
A, B & C Grade (Intermediate gliders only) 
Requirements: must have intermediate rating, parachute and data back 
camera 
Send cheque to: Eungella 94, PO Box 7695, Cairns Qld 4870 

For further information phone Mark Stevens 070 313253 or Warwick Gill 
070553193 
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How about this for a two place trike? 
~ Mercury with 503 engine (over 500 sold) 
~ Rear rubber baJl suspension 
~ Front twin shockers with drum brake 
~ Additional 23 litre fuel tank with carry handles 

and quick snap on fittings 
~ Three blade adjustable IVO prop 
~ Instruments supplied - A.S.I., V .S.I., AL T, 

Compass 
~ Rear seat steering for instruction 
~ Steering dampener 
~ Trike Cover 
~ High tech '92 wing (65 mph cruise, 89 mph VNE) 
~ Freight and packaging paid (Melbourne) 

Over $4,000 of extras!! 

Total price $18,999. Be very quick - 3 ONL V! 

Don't forget the unassembled Mercury. going for virtually 
nothing, and the ultimate flex wing ever built. the 1994 
Blade - the 582. 105 mph rocket with twin ignition twin 
carbs. twin rear brakes. electric start. in-flight trim. in 
Melbourne for $25.5000. (Instruction not included). 

Phone (03) 5348540 or mobile (018) 583 668 
8/43 Acland Street. St Kilda Victoria 3182. 

Format: 35mm or larger. 
No prints or negatives. 

Payment varies with use. 

For more information contact : 

High Jinx Photo Library 
10 Apex A venue 

Mount Victoria NSW 2786 
Phone (047) 871 480 
Fax (047) 871 442 

1994 Canungra Classic 
1994 Australian Women's Open? 

Date: 8-16 October 
Venue: Canungra area, SE Queensland 
Entry fee: $160 includes dinner on presentation night, seafood and pasta 
night, 2 x BBQ at comp HQ, 1st film, Canungra Classic stubby cooler and 
a great time to boot. 

Prizes: The best trophies, the best parties, the only Calcutta, the biggest 
prize money ($5000 - $10,000) cash and the biggest and best night in hang 
gliding in the world, 'Red Faces' (start your acts now) 
And to top it all off the Real Points Competition. 

Entry Requirements: intermediate rating, data back camera, (fun per
sonality) 

Entries Close 14 August 1994. Full payment required before this date. A 
maximum of 70 pilots will be admitted to the competition. 

Send entries in full to: Canungra Hang Gliding Club, 43 Duncan St, 
Canungra Qld 4275. 

For more info contact Dave Staver 075 435859 or Ken Hi II 075 435631 

1995 Australian Paragliding Open 

Date: late January/early February 

Paragliding World Cup Association Competition Dates 
1994 Season 

24-29 May: Grindclwald - Switzerland 
Christoph Schlappi, OK PWC, Fuhrenmatte, 3818 Grindelwald, Tel: 36 
533665 

1 - 5 June: Zillert."ll- Austria 
Tourismusverband, 6280 Zell am Ziller, Tirol, Austria, Tel: 52822281, 
Fax: 5282228180 

24 - 30 July: Pcidrahila - Spain 
Steve Ham, Centro de Vueio, Travesia DuquedeAlba 2,05500 Piedrahita, 
Avila, Tel: (34) 08 621013, Fax: (34) 18362215 

16 - 21 August: Avol"iaz - France 
Open International Parapente, CRM, 104 rue de Bagneux, 92120 
Montrouge, Tel: (33) 146562470 

28 Aug - Sept 4: Chamonix - France (linal) 
Les Gratte-Ciels, Club des Sports, Place due teh~phenque, 74310 Les 

Houches, Tel: (33) 5055 5281, Fax: (33) 5054 5295 ~ 

SKYSAILOR 



Operations Manager's 

Report 

The autumn season has seen plenty of good 
flying across Australia with those pilots flying 
inland having had some great cross country 
weather. It is great to see the clubs organising 
events and fly-ins for their members. Ian's 
WINGTIPS weekends have been well sup
ported, the towing weekend at Boorowa hosted 
by the ACf club would have been held by the 
time you read this. I must give a special pat on 
the back to Dane Snelling and his compatriots 
for their efforts wi th the Northern Beaches cI ub 
pilots. I hear their recent weekend at Pacific 
Palms was well supported, with many novice 
pilots gaining valuable coastal soaring ex
perience. 

Airspace 
Ian and myself are still hounding the Civil Avia
tion Authority in an attempt to gain the same 
operational freedom as conventional gliders. ln
dications are that we should gain these conces
sions, however the CAA are saying that they 
must be able to justify any further increases in 
operational freedom granted to sports aviators . 
The airspace between 5 and 10000' is common
ly used by regular passenger transports (RPTs) 
operating under Instrument Flight Rules (IFR), 

April 1994 

with a fair chance that they are not always look
ing out for other aircraft. The CAA's primary 
concern is to ensure the safety of the fare payi ng 
pub I ic on commercial flights. They say that this 
can only be achieved by taking steps to provide 
"alerted see and avoid" between RPTs and our
selves. The manner in which we provide this 
"alert" is the contentious poi nt. Though the num-

"Too many novice pilots are 

misreading airflow and not 

recognising where turbulence 

may be encountered ... " 

ber of movements by RPTs may be few in many 
areas, it may sti II be required that we carry VHF 
radio to be able to relay our exact positions and 
altitude to other airspace users. Current regula
tions under which conventional gliders operate 
allow operations to 10000' AMSL outside con
trolled air space (OCfA) with VHF radio car
riage merely recommended. The HGFA is 

currently arguing that it is reasonable the hang 
gliders should have the same freedom. 

Negotiations have again commenced be
tween CAA, the general aviation industry and 
sports aviation bodies in regard to introducing 
new airspace controls based on the internation
ally recommended system (ICAO). The HGFA 
is adopting a similar stance to other sports avia
tion associations and arguing for the adoption of 
the ICAO system unamended, unlike the pre
viously proposed airspace model which was 
vastly modified from the ICAO recommended 
system. The adoption ofthe ICAO system would 
entail Ii ttle change from the existing operational 
requirements for sports aviators. We intrepidly 
persevere! 

Accident Reporting 
James Nathaniel has been working hard at keep
ing the HGFA Accident Database up to date. He 
will soon have some comparative annual figures 
out for us to be able to determine trends in 
particular areas. Again I mustthankall pilots for 
submitting reports. We seem to be getting most 
accidents reported now and it is encouraging. 
There have been several reported training acci
dents which have enabled HGFA training 
recommendations to be modified. 

Low time novice pilots appear to be most 
likely to haveaccidents.ltstill appears that some 
instructors, contrary to HGFA guidelines, are 
not ensuring that their practical training is sup
ported with comprehensive theory briefs. Too 
many novice pilots are misreading airflow and 
not recognising where turbulence may be en-
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Demo 
DnyS 

All 
welcome 
Come along to 

test fly with 
Steve Moyes and 

the Dragonfly 
Aerotow Team. 

23 & 24 April 
whittingham, 

Singleton, NSW 
Contact 

wayne Collison 
(BH) (049) 292 175 
(AH) (049) 292 206 

30 April. 1st 
& 2nd May 

Inglewood, Old 
Contact 

Richard Nevins 
(AH) (075) 324874 

Moyes Delta Gliders 
173 Bronte Road . Waverley 2024 

I Tel (02) 3875622 Fax (02) 387 4472.J 1.- _____ _ 
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countered. Several recent reports have come in 
where pilots have stalled the glider on en
countering turbulence when flying too slowly 
near the ground, either attempting to soar in 
marginal conditions or on landi ng approach . 
When flying adjacent to a slopeor level ground, 
airspeed MUST be increased to reduce the pos
sibility of a turbulence induced stall. 

Accident/Incident 
Two reports from PHG pilots warrant relating: 

Pilot rating: PHG Chief Flying Instructor 
PHG: Airborne Edge 
Site: Grass strip of ample length 
Conditions: Nil wind 
Pilot injury: Broken hand, lacerations 
Passenger injury: Nil 
Glider damage: Extensive damage to wing, 

trike base and propeller. 

Description: Tandem instructional flight, 
the pilot accelerated to maximum speed and 
raised the angle of attack to take-off, the left 
wing stalled slightly and the PHG veered to the 
left. The pilot brought the wings back to almost 
level and again raised the nose to climb, the left 

wing stalled again, this time more abruptly, the 
left rear wheel struck the runway, the aircraft 
bounced and the same wheel struck a mound of 
dirt beside the runway, the PHG nosed down, 
impacted the ground heavily and somersa ulted 
forward, coming to rest upside-down. 

As is usually the case, it appears that several 
factors combined to cause this accident: the 
PHG was set up just prior to dawn as a heavy 
dew was settling and by the time it was readied 
for take-off the wing was very wet; the com
bined pilot and passenger weight was close to 
the maximum recommended loading and the 

fuel tank was full. The high wing loading, 
coupled with a wet sai l, combined to cause the 
glider to stall at a much higher than normal 
airspeed. This is not the tirst instance of a stall 
ensuing with this combination of factors. Ex
treme caution must be taken when flying either 
fully laden or with a wet sail, these two com

bined can be treacherous! 

A Queensland PIIG pilot has reported the 
following incident: 

All pre-(light checks were made and the 
pilot proceeded to taxi onto the airstrip, on lean
ing forward to adjust his altimeter the pilot's 

helmet fell down over his eyes and onto his lap. 
The pilot was lucky that this occurred prior to 
taking off, the consequences could have been 
much worse if the helmet had come adrift and 
covered his eyes as he left the ground, or had 
been blown back into the prop in (light. 

The helmet is a Com uni ca brand, ap
proximately one year old. It carries a tag, which 
may be a model number, inscribed GR.llOO on 
the back of the helmet. On each side of the 
helmet is a strand of nylon cord with a loop in 
each end through which pass small bolts to 
secure it to the helmet. The loop is formed by 
feed ing the end of the cord back a long its length 

for a few cen timetres and shrinking heat shrink 
tubing along the full length of the cord . The chin 

strap is then attached to these nylon cords to hold 
the helm et in place. Inspection revealed that the 
nut on one of the bolts had come loose (not off, 
but loose) and this had placed tension on the 
short piece of cord fed back up under the heat 
shrink, allowing the cord to simply slip out and 
the helmet to come adrift. 

All owners of Comunica brand helmets 
should check to ensure that the nuts on these 
restraining loops remain tight. The restraining 

loop should be strengthened if it appears to have 
weakened with wear. 

An interesting observation was passed on by 
a Senior Safety Officer recently. He has noticed 
that most of the accidents he has either had 
reported or witnessed himself have shown that 
non (lying friends or close family members of 
the pilot involved have been present when the 
accident occurred. This may well indicate that a 
little extra risk is taken trying to save face in a 
tight situation. Please consider! 

See you next month. 

Fly safely, 

Craig Wo,.," ~ 
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Hang Gliding 
World Cup 

As you may know the Paragliding World Cup As
sociation has run a venJ successful series of 

paragliding events for the last 4 years. Many of the 
events are over-subscribed; at Ziller·tal'93 there 

were over 300 pilots. 

. The reasons for such success are as follows. Firstly, all the competi
tIons are open to all individual pilots and any pilot can compete on equal 
terms with the "stars". Radios are onl y allowed on emergency frequency 
for safety reasons, which prohibits team flying. The idea of a purely 

i~~ivi~ual event eliminates the problems caused by national team par
tICIpatIon. Several competitions are held throughout the year in different 
countries but all are subject to the same scoring system and rules. A pilot's 
best 10 tasks from all thesecompetitions is then taken into account for the 

PWCA ranking. In this way a pilot need attend only as many events as he 
wishes or can manage. The PWCA remains a regulatory body, ensuring 
that events are professionally run by independent organising bodies. 

Th~ P~CA Executive Board are considering the possibility ofseUing 
up a slDlJlar system for hang gliding. It wo uld run under the same 
conditions as the PWC events. We already have the organisation facilities 

to coordinate the series and contacts wi th organisers willing to host the 
competitions. We believe pilots would support the idea, as the I-lang 

Australia's first, utterly affordable, 
totally transportable, foot launched 

powered paragl1der. 

Flying training with accomodatlon available 
at the Light Wing Flying Academy. 
Turbo-chute Info Vldeo ....... .... . $35 Inc P/H 

hr ~()re, lirFrtKo.ti()1( co.ff 

HOWARD HUGHES ENGINEERING PlY LTD 
BALUNA AIRPORT, SOlITHERN CROSS DRIVE 
P.O. BOX 89 BAIl1NA N.S.W. 2478 

PH (066) 86 8658 OR FAX (066) 86 8343 

Gliding World Cup would present probably a greater challenge than the 
World Championships, as tasks are set under many different conditions 
from different sites, reducing the element of luck. We also believe that 
apa rt from through National, European and World Championships, a 
competition structure does not exist that is truly world-wide and com
prehensive in a way that can satisfy the demands of the average to top pilot 
who may be frustrated with selection procedures relating to international 
championships . These pilots would welcome a different approach through 

a Hang Gliding World Cup. 

I would personally appreciate your support and opinion of this idea. 

Our aim is to revive hang gliding as a competitive sport by organising a 
series of professionally run competitions at as Iowa cost as possible. We 
plan to start in 1995 with 4-5 competitions. We would be grateful for your 
comments and ideas at the address below. 

Jose Hayler, 65 Cornwallis Ave, Tonbridge TNIO 4ET, England, tel: 

44732357413, fax: 44 732 771749. ~ 

This a h"cmfl has nut been approved under the HGFA Cel"tincation Standaa"d for root-launched hang gliders. 
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II An Adventure Of a Lifetime II 

As you may recall 

our group of in-

trepid triking ad-

venturers having 

been stranded on 

Fraser Island, 

were forced to 

hunt for the Rain 

God 

among 

hiding 

them. 

Only a sacrifice 

would appease 

the omen cloud 

that confined 

them to the 

ground. As it 

turned ou t the 

omen's con-

centration lapsed 

and we escaped 

on the afternoon 

of the third day. 

The break in the clouds wasn't huge and it took a little 
convincing to get some of the pilots into the air. Everyone 
was finally convinced when Paul Haines (not a bad bloke 

for a pom) reported from far above, clear skies to the north 
west for as far as he could see. This was good news as it 
was in the same direction we wished to head. 

The beach was still quite damp and soggy in places. 
An area of hard sand was found and all those pilots who 
were not participating in the camera shoot were mar
shalled to the take-off area . 

This is when we discovered that the narrow wheels on 

the English trikes don't like soggy sand. One by one as 

they taxied to the holding point and waited for the aircraft 
in front to take-off, they sank into the sand. As I pulled 
one fellow's Quasar out from the sand by the front pole, I 
accidentally cracked the fi breglass around the pole. Sorry 
"xxx" but I'm used to the more solidly built 'Australian' 

Edge (hint, hint) . 

After the main body of pilots had left, several of us 

took to the skies. The film crew wanted a group shot of 
trikes flying along the beach with Fraser Island in the 
background. We tracked north from Eurong until pass

ing the Mahino, an old shipwreck. Then as we turned 

around, I had the strangest sensation. The ocean was on 
the wrong side. We had been travelling north now for so 

long that it seemed unnatural to be heading south. By the 
time we had reached Eurong, the tilm crew were happy 

with the footage they had obtained. I was happy too; we 
could now head north again. 

Our next stop was Bundaberg, where we were to 

regroup before heading to Gladstone for yet another 
barbeque. The peopleofGladstone went outoftheir way 

to accommodate our group. One of the best parts of the 
trip was the warm welcome given to us wherever we 
went. 

The flight the next morning was fantastic. We landed 

at El1Ju Park, near Rockhampton, and were greeted by 
some town officials. The atmosphere now seemed almost 

holiday like and the aircrews a little more relaxed. Finally 
we had reached the Tropic of Capricorn. The I 0<:':1 Is ran 

some of us into town for refreshments, while others slept 

in the shade under their wings. 

After lunch we hc,lded off. As I climbed to a safe 

cru ising altitude I noticed a few hang gliders below soar-

ing a small cliff just north of Emu Park. It looked like a 
interesting site, with views of Great Keppel Island just a 

few miles away. 

We continued our northerly track along the coast, 

eventually turning inland and heading due west in order 
to avoid a block of Military Airspace. Twenty nautical 
miles later we picked up the Bruce Highway which would 

lead us to our next stop. 

That afternoon saw our group land at St Lawrence. A 

small town whose population had just doubled. It's about 

halfway between Rockhampton and Mackay in the mid

dle of some desolate countryside. 

Unbelievably, during the organisational stage, the 
local Council had offered to build us an airstrip. I sug
gested they talk to a pilot first. As no locals flew, they 

agreed to talk to the Flying Doctor who was due in on his 

rounds soon . 

I had briefed the pilots about the possibility of landing 
at two airfields. One, an established field eighteen 
kilometres from town, the other on the edge of town and 

freshly graded that morning. I had no idea what to expect 
and recommended the pilots be cautious. 

Carlo's mascot, a bOil voyage gift from his 
girlfriend 

As we flew over the new strip I noticed they had even 
erected a windsock. What a great job they had done, it 

must have taken over half the day to grade. As I had 

suggested it was smack into the prevailing wind. The 
redness of the dirt was as bright as the fire engine they had 

sitting at the side of the strip. Not that you could see much 
of the old fire engine, as it was crawling with kids. 

The residents had a cold beer in our hands before we 

could get our gloves and helmet off (not easy to open, or 
drink). 

~6\\DIj\') 1994 Australian 
~6\\J\ \ 

CD'f\O)'O'{e-'-l'l' National Champion 
I FO~ t~e 4 t~ c~~secV1tive ~e0r, Drew Cooper, 

A~lVlq Mo~es, IS t~e acclalVVled AV1strallaVl NatioVlal C~aVVlpioVlI 

Moyes Delto Gliders. 
173 Bronte Rood. Waverley 2024 
Tel (02) 387 5622 Fax (02) 3874472 
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Those instructors who 
did not partake of the 
amber fluid started the 
fund raising. As usual and 
in a flash, Jason Burns 
jumped in and grabbed the 
prettiest girl (don't think 
we didn't notice). Most of 
the local men were content 
just to watch whereas all 
the girls were keen to lly. 

I will never forget one 
girl's comment to me 
during a flight. It was the 
first time she had ever 
been in the air. We had 
been cruising around at 
about three thousand feet 
for a while when I asked 
her what she thought 
about it all. She com
mented on how her town 
looked so tiny, paused 
then said "you know, it 
looks just like a map". I 
still crack up when I think 
of this, but I guess youjust 
had to be there. 

After another huge 

Trikes at Mackay airport 

Stay tuned for 
partS. 

evening barbeque, (with entertainment provided by Bob 
Silver and others), a good night's sleep (for some) and yet 
another barbeque breakfast, we wished our new found 
friends farewell. Well so me of us said farewell. A couple 

of the si ngle boys had pers uaded some of the local girls to 
accompany them on the night. 

One of the girls who was flown all the way to Cape 
York, would never look at life in the sa me way ever again. 
Mind you this wasn't the first time our pilots had suddenly 
added to our numbers. Back at Byron Bay one pilot picked 
up a hitch hiker. As the fellow had no belongings to speilk 
of and his clothes looked a bitworse for wear, hewas given 
the nick name of 'The I-lobo' (no disrespect intended) and 
travelled as far as Port Douglas with us . 

After one very bumpy ride at our assigned altitude of 

one thousand five hundred feet, we were quite relieved to 
get on the ground. The only probl em being a large Air 
Force plane who had forgotten to change to the tower 
frequency and just came blasting on in anyway (one all 
hey Jimbo?) . When he finally switched over to the correct 
frequency the tower soon sorted him out. 

Luke & Christina 
Carmody, Skywise Powered 
Hang Gliding /a. 

After a magi c flight we regrouped (if you could call it 
that) at the edge of the Mackay control zone, before 
heading in to land . For the tirst time we were required to 
approach the airport from the west. The sun was shining, 

not a cloud in the sky and itwas almost lunch time, perfect 
thermal conditions. 

After a break we met a group of Cancer patients who 
Bob Silver and Paul Haines took for a llight. The Mackay 
Aero Club staged a barbeque for us and we all enjoyed a 
grea t sunny afternoon relaxing at the bar. The beautiful 

clear sky gave absolutely no indication of the weather that 
was to come. Unbeknown to us then, that night our 
mystery ' Rain God' secretly performed a Heathen 
Ceremony that called many omen clouds from far away. 
In the early hours of the morning while we were sound 
asleep, every storm cloud within ceremony range con
verged and descended on Mackay . Our pilots and their 
machines had little chance of escaping. 

AIRBORNE AIRBORNE AIRBORNE 

Q. 

April 1994 

Which company is the fastest 
growing weight shift controlled 
aircraft manufacturer in the 
world? 
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Bic1er.,.o" ~e Stor~ 
Who would have foretold the 
events of the '94 Australian 

Paragliding Nationals? 
Thunderstorms! Rain! Gust 

Fronts! 
S even excellent paragliding days 

out of eight, in a competition 
where theflying was superb, but 

conditions often made things 
tricky for the organisers. 

January 1994, and the Aussie National 
Paragliding Championships come to Corryong. 
Forty punters gather in the small country town, 
hoping to sky out over the broad valleys and 
wooded ridges. Who will fly furthest, highest 
and fastest, showing they have the right stuff to 
be a champion? 

Will this year see a repea t of the frustra ti ng 
conditions seen too often at the Mt Cole com
petitions? Was the organisation for the comp 
ready? Would it be S<1fe? Would it be FUN? 

Friday night, 28th]anuary 
The pub fills with paraglider pilots, many from 
overseas. Swiss, Japanese, German, Kiwi and of 
course French. Yes, Xavier Murillo is here. It's 
great to see a few familiar faces from the New 
Zealand Nationals, especially Frankus, Morgan 
and Philippe. What could be better than to renew 
friendships over beer and stories of epic recent 
flights . Cute Blue folders are handed out as 
competitors register in. The "Opening 

Ceremony" begins with Stuart Andrews (comp 
director) proclaiming the "special rules" ap
plicable to thecomp. The main takeoff to be used 
for the comp is too narrow for more than one 
pilot to launch at a time, so the window will be 

"ordered", a confusing system of pushing rules. 
Debate rages, and eventually the rule is changed 
to something else. It will not be the last time. 

Saturday 29th. Round 1. 
The morning briefing again devolves into argu
ment about the pushing rule. Stuart presents the 
meteorological briefing; "It's sunny, so we' re 
going to fly from Mt Eliiot"(?). The AVFAX 
details arealsoavailable, but too bad if you can't 

decipher the coded phrases! At the site, the task 

is set. 26 kilometres, with the first turnpointnear 
Cudgewa (almost 17 km from takeoft) . The hill 
is a vibrant collage of fI uoro nylon and polyester 
as gear is set up. Wings are definitely bigger this 
year, with plenty of the 30.5 sqm Sphinx 29's, 
and Cameron's 31 Rainbow taking up plenty of 
space. There is even a tandem, with Shaun Barry 
(NZ Nationals organiser - top man!) and his 
faithful co-pilot Peter attached. Wind dummies 
Godfrey, Enda, Bega Bill and Elgar are ritually 

sacrifi ced, with the occasional bomb out. The 
thermals are there, and now the rush is on to get 
into the air. The "open window" is a farce, with 
pushing and shoving to get names on the launch 
list. The "pushing" rules are tested as a queue of 
"pushers" forms independent of the launch list. 
At last we are flying! Thermals seem well 
formed and reach 7000 ft ASL. Those who get 

well above launch find that the leg to the first 
turnpoint is a headwi nd (aargh i) . Each transi tion 
takes forever into wind. The wide Corryong 
valley gives an interesting combination of flat
land and alpine flying. It's great to be up but 
seemingly every thermal drifts back to Mt Elliot. 
Long duration flights yield poor distances for 

ONSHORE PARA GLIDERS 
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COMPACT 

CHALLENGER C 
Demanding performance for the ambitious pilot - low minimum sink rate, 
high trim speed, large speed range with flat polar CUNe due to a special 
speed system and easy handling make the CHALLENGER C an exceptional 
paraglider for XC and competition flying. 
CHALLENGER C for experienced pilots, 
challenging cross country flights and 
competitions. 

Latest development in the new Advanced-intermediate-Class with elegant 
look. Convincing appearance and ever Simple launching characteristics 
besides uncritical flight behaviours - typical PRO DESIGN features. "High 
performance is no more a privilege for competition pilots!" 
COMPACT - the symbiosis of fun, know-how and brilliant performance. 
For the ambitious recreational pilot. 

CHALLENGER CLASSIC 
-A firmly proofed conception of Intermediate Class Glider fills with 
enthusiasm! Well balanced and simple characteristics with attractive 
performance. A special and easy to handle speed system extends the speed 
range efficiently and comes as standard. 
CHALLENGER CLASSIC - for newcomers as well as recreational pilots who 
search for stressless pleasure in flight. 

Huge range of demonstration, used and superceeded canopies at prices starting from $800! 

GARRY STEVENSON 
10 Cantala Drive, Jan-juc, Vic, 3228 

Phone 018351389 BH, AH/Fax 052616555 
*** A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase ....... 
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most pilots, with a very even spread around 
Corryong. The leaders for the day are Osamu 
Koeda, Beni Schilling and "thunderstorm" 
Frank Vaxelaire. Wally Taws' Firebird Navajo 
punches the headwind well to make him first 
Australian . All three leaders land just short of 

turnpoint 1, on a 509 point round. Wind tech
nician Neil Bolton, from Canberra puts in a 
brilliant effort on his HUGE Rainbow, the only 
pilot to make the turnpoint and come part way 
back to goal. 

Sunday 30th. Round 2 
Pilots slouch in the beer garden (sorry, briefing 
area!) as Stuart indicates that the launch will not 
be determined by placing on the first day,as was 
initially specified in the comp rules, but that it 
will once again be the "open" window. Just to 
make it absolutely unclear to all, the pushing 
rule is changed YET AGAIN! Nowanyonewho 
is pushing will have to wait for all the pilots 

ahead of them in the queue to have 2 minutes of 
"Iaunchable time" . Too bad if you're at the back 
of the 40 pilot line! 

The forecast is for light winds and possible 
thunderstorms. Mt Elliot again, and the task 
today is 2 turn points, with goal back at the first 
turnpoint. The nebulous description of the goal 
line at Towong Racecourse will later haunt the 
organisers. 

Pilots are again slow to launch as "leech 

syndrome" ensures most competitors will not 
take a gamble. Before even ten percent of the 
field is off, wind technician Ken Mitchelhill has 
already returned to takeoff from the first 

turnpoint (Kill 'em Kenny!), reporting strong 
sink in the Towong Gap on the way out. Phil 
Taylor boldly leads the charge off launch, and 
pilots quickly climb in the excellent thermals 
which Mt Elliot seems to attract. Brian Webb 
makes a big error in heading to the second 
turnpoint before getting the first, realises and 
returns to Elliot to top land and restMt. 

The products of the unstable conditions 
have become very obvious, with lines of 
cumulo-nimbus developing behind Mt Elliot, 
thankfully not yet on the task course. Unfor
tunately, another thunderstorm develops over 

the second turnpoint. Suzy Gniest calls in over 
the radio after seeing lightning close by to ask if 

A. 

April 1994 

" ... many other pilots push the 

point that this is a paragliding, 

not gladiatorial, contest, and a 

task cannot go on if 

thunderstorms are present on the 

course. How can instructors 

ignore what they must teach all 

their students- STAY AWAY 

from thunderstorms." 

the task is cancelled. French instructor Philippe 
Lami announces over 2m radio band that he and 
Morgan Varaine will land to avoid the 
dangerous conditions. Many pilots opt to fly 
UNDER the black cloud (no shortage of lift here 
mate!) to get the second turnpoint photo, while 
wind tech Enda radios in from the turnpoint that 
he has landed a few minutes earlier and it is now 
driving wind, rain and hail! 

We drive to goal to see Andrew Kemp 
scrape in as low as you can go over the (new!) 
goal line (it was changed during the task!!) 
riding the weak gust front from the storm. 
Cameron Young lands first (but not fastest) at 

goal, thinking the iask has surely been cancelled 
due to the storm and is incredulous that it has 

NOT. He recounts experiencing strong, icy cold 
downdrafts under the cu-nim, with his Rainbow 
"misbehaving" in the turbulence (nothing that a 
good beating can't fix!). Fastest for the day is 
Frankus, followed by ."Sky Princess" Akiko 
Matsushita, and Cameron third overall, 1st 
Australian. Despite a formal protest by Phili ppe 
Lami that the day should have been cancelled, 
Stuart sees "high validity" in bold type, and will 
not cancel. 

MOllday 31st No Roulld 
The morning briefing is acrimonious with argu
ments regarding task safety. Philippe and many 
other pilots push the point that this is a paragl id-

ing, not gladiatorial, contest, and a task cannot 
go on if thunderstorms are present on the course. 
How can instructors ignore what they must teach 
all their students- STAY AWAY from 
thunderstorms. Will someone have to get hurt 
before the organisation will make a proper 
decision regarding safety? Stuart Andrews will 
not accept the argument. He is very pleased to 
announce that the scoring system has produced 
a thousand point round, supposedly a first at an 

Aussie Nationals. 

With another forecast for possible 
thunderstorms, the pilots gather again on Mt 
Elliot. The task today is almost a reverse of 
yesterdays, with the first and second turn points 
swapped, and goal at Corryong airfield. Today 
the launch is sequential, based on the pilots' 
place in the ladder to date. It seems dead on 
launch as the window opens, so when Phil 
Taylor pushes from the back, he actually gets to 

go because no-one else wants to. I am straight 
behind, and both of us are lucky to catch a low 
thermal. 

An enormous thunderstorm looms in the sky 
10 or so ki lometres north of the second turnpoi nt 
(Towong racecourse). It is very dark under
neath. Returning to Mt Elliot from the first 
turnpoint the lift on Mt Elliot is fantastic. The 
spectacle of many wings two thousand meters 
up, with the forbidding wall of Cu-Nim is ex
hilarating, but I keep a close eye on the storm. I 
see lightning strike the ground perhaps 5 
kilometres north of second turnpoint. Who 

knows how big the gust front from this monster 
coul d be? Too big! I decide it is too risky for me, 

and radio my intentions and reason for landing 
early to both officials at launch (Wayne 
Potocky) and goal (Stuart Andrews). Wayne 
denies the storm is a risk, and Stuart, unable to 
makea clear decision on his own, radios Andrew 
Kemp, who is almost under the Cu-Nim (!!!). 
Andrew reports no turbulence, so Stuart decides 
it is "safe" to continue. I have already burnt my 
bridges and land at the airfield in a pleasant 5 
knot breeze. Five minutes later Andrew Kemp 

comes into goal just as the gust front starts (12 
knots). A minute later it is 20-25 knots at ground 
level! Garry Stevenson radios in that people are 
CRASHING BACKWARDS near Mt Elliot. 
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Xavier Murillo and Eva Keim (NZ Women's 
Champion) land in trees. Stuart is still agonising. 
He wants a valid task! Ian Ladyman, Beni 
Schilling, Kevin Ramn and Hippy cross the goal 
line, tailwind at incredible speed. Two land a 
long way downwind, going backwards. As 
Andrew Kemp and I rugby-tackle Bernie O'
Reilly and his wing in 25 knots, Stuart at last (!) 
sees that the task must be cancelled. Too bad it 
wasn't before the tree landings, and Phillipa 

Head's landing-drag injury. Fortunately no-one 

is seriously injured. 

Pilots gather at the pub for a roll call, as 
stories such as Stefan Tobler's "tree hopping" 
landing antics are traded. The juke box plays 
endless repeats of The Doors' "Riders On The 
Storm" ,asa thunderstorm plays accompaniment 
outside. Many pi lots agree that somethi ng needs 
to be done about the fact that the organisers are 

unwilling to make decisions. 

Tuesday 1st Feb. Round 3 
The briefing sees a suggestion made regarding 
safety. A pilots' committee of three to be able to 

vote on whether a task must be cancelled or not. 
Perhaps it will prevent another "situation" . No, 

yesterday's problem was with the pilots alone, 
insist Wayne, Glen and Stuart, "Safety in com
petition is determined entirely by the pilot's 
decision to fly". It seems that the organisation 

has not realised that thunderstorms and aircraft 

(especially our slow, fragile type) do not mix. 
Of course, we will tly from Mt Elliot again 

today. 

The task set is short, with the first tumpoint 
on the edge of the bomb out, 3.5 Ian from 
takeoff. Cloud base is low, and the headwind to 

first turnpoint means slow going. Lee Mc
Clelland, at the back of the launch queue, pushes 

to take off. Due to the fact that the launch 
marshal is too lax on the 2 minute limit for each 

pilot, Lee is unable to launch, as backwind, then 

rain doses launch. Cameron Young radios in 
that he is in rain en-route to the second turn point. 

Visible rain squalls are falling on Stuart at goal, 

and heavy rain falls on launch . Thunder and 
lightning are evident in the clouds above launch. 
A cu-nim is developing above tum point 2, but 
Stuart claims a trainee pilot at Corryong airfield 
reports "no vertical development in the clouds"! 
German pilot Hermann Lenherris forced to land 

by the rain in front of launch. Garry Stevenson 
elects to land rather than ruin his vario.Wally 

Taws glides for 10 minutes in rain on final glide. 

The task is (you guessed!) VALID!! Frankus, 

Fred Gungl and Ron McKenzie get 753,747 and 

699 points for their damp efforts. Mention is 

made in the pub (not by the organisation) of the 
dangers of tlying in the rain on paragliders. In 
the evening The Doors are again a popularselec
tion on the pub juke box, while the international 
pool and darts competitions begin. 

Wedllesday, 211d. Round 4 
At last we have a da y little marked by controver

sy, and full of first rate tlying! Kevin Ramn's 

COLOR PERFECT 

suggestion of a pilots' commit

tee is at last tilken on. The three 

pilots are Ron McKenzie, Garry 

Stevenson and Kevin. Flying 
again from Mt Elliot, the or

ganisers decide, now that the 
"open" window system is set
tling down, to change to an or
dered launch, with pilots 

launching according to their 
placing. Philippe Lami, at the 

25th place, pushes as soon as 
the window is open. It takes 

fully 90 minutes before it is his 

turn, so slow are the launches . 

Eventually a large gaggle heads 

off to and returns from the first 

turnpoint, the much used 
Thowgla road junction 
turnpoint. Conditions are su
perb, with plenty of lift at Elliot 
and elsewhere. Cloud base is a 
fraction low, and several pilots 
witness others cloud tlying; 

that's just not cricket! As usual, 

a cu-nim is brewing, but for
tunately this one is over Mt Mit

tamatite Oust) off the course. 

The wide Corryong valley 

gives a very long crossing, so 

Ian Ladyman uses his spare 
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time to eat lunch! Eighteen 
pilots race into the goal at Tin

taldra sports ground. A race it 

Photo by Mike Duffield 

certainly is, with day leader Osamu Koeda 

taking just 73 minutes to do the 24 km course! 
Valery Chapuis, sales manager for Advance 
Para gliders, comes in very closely at78 minutes, 
followed by Herman Lenherr at 80 minutes. Ron 
McKenzie is fastest Australian, 6th for the day. 

It is another thousand point round. Not a few 

land just short of goal and are sold short by the 

low (439) maximum distance points. Initial ad

journment is to Tintaldra pub, where we learn of 
Bernie O 'Reilly's exciting collapse on final 

glide (drag race!) with trimmers fully released 

on his Nova Sphinx. Certainly it is a day to 

remember, although in hindsight perhaps a 
slightly longer task might have been better. 

Thursday 3rd. Roulld 5 
Ahh, a morning briefing without argument. 
Well, Xavier says, now that you mention it there 
is the matter of visiting pilot insurance ... It's 

very murky overhead, and many ask if it's worth 
even going up the hill. No No, Stuart and 

Wayne's "local knowledge" (where was itwhen 

thunderstorms loomed?) decrees that it will be a 

good day. Well, it is! By the time the task has 

been set at launch, it is sunny. Push follows the 

waiting, as pilots try to guess when the thermals 
will arrive. Eventually one of the wind dummies 

(Godfrey) is up, and the race to get off begins. 
Could anyone be just a little faster to launch? I 
am far too late off after a horrendous six(!!) 
aborted takeoffs. Many pilots are already return

ing from the first turnpoint 10 km south at Kan

garoo Creek by the time Lee McClelland Eva 

Keim (retly) and I are up. Ten pilots finish the 

31.5 km course at Khancoban airfield, and a 

further twel ve make the second turnpoi nt. Yukio 

Irisawa earns an award for his "nearly but not 

quite" effort in landing 100 meters shortof goal! 

Another thousand point day, with Osamu Koeda 

again first, Frankus second and Satoru 
Takahashi third. Garry Stevenson, 5th for the 
day, is the quickest Aussie, his big pink Chal
lenger C certainly not outdated. 

SKYSAILOR 



Friday 4th No Round 
Extensive cloud development before breakfast 
sort of hints thatit might be a tad thundery again 
today. On the hill a task is declared, but it would 
be a bold or stupid flyer to take off at the west 
launchofMtElliotwhen thewindon the summit 
is 10-15 knots north-north-east. Thankfully 
thunderstorms today are very obvious 
everywhere, so the decision is made to can the 
day. Egad! A spectacular electrical storm on Mt 
Mittamatite gives interesting viewing from 
takeoff. 

Saturday 5th Round 6 

Robin Dawson under a dark base, 
Townsville 

The last competition day . Just in case anyone is 
familiar with the ordered launch, the decision is 
made to change once more to the "open" (ie, 
push and shove to get your name on the list) 
launch window. The task is set rather longish 
(28.5 km, 3 turn points) despite the forecast for 
thunderstorms later in the day. Brian Webb 
makes a bet with launch helper Glen that there 
will be no thunderstorm within 10 km oflaunch 
before 5 pm. With a wind dummy bombing out 
and light thermals up the face of Elliot, the 
leeches hang around the launch marshal Glen . 
Eager to get names on the list at about 10th place, 
they make Glen feel more popular than ever 
before. Phil Taylor and I bite the bullet and 
launch early, followed soon by Garry Stevenson 
and Philippe Lami, although not before Phil and 
I nearly say hi to the landing paddock. The 
crowd above launch grows, and soon almost 
forty wings wheel and tussle i n the mega gaggle. 

Whata shame that the suggestions for anairstart 
were ignored! The surprisingly rough (for Mt 
Elliot) conditions produce a few dramas. Ron, 
Eva and Phillipa have notable "interesting" ex
periences, wi th Eva's classic sequence of stalls 
and collapses on her Swing Axis 2 being very 
exciting. Most of the leeches wait at cloud base 

FASCINATION OF 
OUR NEW LINE 
ALTO VARIO BASIS 
• Altimeter up to 5500 m (17500 tt) • Vario 
analog/digital. Audio - ASI system 
• Memo for 5 flights 

ALTO VARIO CLASSICI 
ALTO VARIO COMPETITION 
• Easy to use with audio feedback keyboard 
• Altimeter up to 10000 m (30000 tt) • Au
dio - ASI system • Nomonal flight calculator 
• TEK • Temperature indication • Speed 
• 2 clocks • Memo for 25 flights 
Additional flight recorder at COMPETITION 
• Resolution 1 m(3tt)upto600Dm(18000tt) 
• Scan rate variable • 25 flights storable 
max. 70 h • Speed values storable 
• Parallel (Centronics) and serial (RS 232) 
connector for printout 

t1BRXU 
Australian Distributor: 

on Elliot, with a few pilots making the early 
break to reach the first turnpoint. Garry 
Stevenson's "go for it" style is justly rewarded 
with a save as low as they come over the first 
turnpoint. His final glide to land a few kIn short 
of turn poi nt 2 turns out to be the best distance as 
cloud and distant storms shut all lift down. 
Wally "rainman" Taws again completes his final 
glide in light drizzle- the only pilotstill airborne 
as the rain begins. Webby loses his bet. Amaz
ingly the task is scored at 920 points, even 
though Garry's 11.3 kIn is only just over a third 
of the task distance. Second is Hamish Barker at 
10.9 km , third Wally Taws 10.5. Incidentally, 
bomboutwas not too shabby at a little more than 
400 points. Strange scoring. 

Saturday Night! 
It's time for the presentation! The overall winner 
of the comp was Osamu Koeda, with a total of 
4357 points. He receives the major prize, a fully 
lined Flight Action Gear flying suit courtesy of 
Mannie from Freeburg (nice one!). Close in 
second place was "Thunderstorm" Frankus 
Vaxelaire with 4319. Cameron Young retained 
his title of Australian National Champ, in fourth 
place (3815) behind Satoru Takahashi (4128 
points). Second and third Australians were Ber
nie O'Reilly and Fred Gungl, in 7th and 9th 
places overall. 

Minor formalities out of the way, it's time 
for the REAL presentation! Andrew Kemp and 
Phillip Taylor stand tall as they collect the 
POOL comp trophy, while Godfrey Weness is 

12/30 Kalaroo Rd, Redhead NSW 2290, Tel: 049499199, Fax: 049499395 
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pleased to pick up trophies for both the DARTS 
comp and best wind dummy. (Was Enda . 
robbed?) 

It was certainly an exceptional week of 
flying, with manyofthe newer competitors such 
as Phillipa Head and Suzy Gniest (not so new to 
flying, but her first para comp) improving their 
best distances. Certainly thenext Nationals must 
see a few new competitors, with wind dummies 
Neil Bolton, Godfrey Weness and Enda "The 
Stellar One" outfl yi ng many of the competitors. 
Who knows how they will perform under the 
pressure of competition? 

Corryong, specifically Mt Elliot's west 
takeoff consistently provided premier thermic 
conditions and light winds; the perfectcombina
tion for paragliding cross country. I will certain
ly be returning there to free fly in the future. For 
competition the narrow launch is problematic, 
so perhaps the slot and the ramp need to be 
widened enough for two gliders to launch at 
once before the next paragliding competition. 
Thanks must go to all the voluntary work done 
to organise the competition, from Stuart, 
Wayne, Glen and all the helpers whose names I 
can't recall. 

Of course there would be no competition but 
for the com peti tors, all of whom deserve a cheer 
for their good company, flying and competitive 
spirit. Let's hope that next time we have less 
thunderstorms and strong, safe conditions for 
another nationals in the Corryong valley. 

Hamish Barker ~ 

PAGE NO . 1 AUSTRALIAN OPEN CORRYONG 1994 
21/ 02 / 94 Group ... MAIN Grade . .. OPEN 

02:22 
P I LOT S COR E SUM MAR Y 
===================================== 

(scropenb. frm) 

Pic Pilot Rnd1 Rnd2 Rnd3 Rnd4 Rnd5 Rnd6 Rnd7 
=== ============~=== === ==== ==== ==== ---- ---- ::== ----

I KOEDA Osamu JAP 509 508 624 1000 1000 716 
2 VAXELAIRE Franck FRA 466 1000 753 411 955 734 
3 TAKAHASHI Satoru JAP 316 872 662 698 920 660 
4 YOUNG Ca.eron AUS 404 904 499 735 539 734 
5 MATSUSHITA Akiko J AP 195 950 617 667 567 798 
6 LENHERR Hermann SWI 195 568 565 895 786 734 
7 O'REILLY Bernie AUS 445 575 669 711 539 725 
8 RAMN Kevin GB 243 399 617 765 796 807 
9 GUNGL Fred AUS 248 416 747 624 837 679 
10 WEBB Brian AUS 291 625 558 676 569 807 
11 TAWS Warwick AUS 421 370 693 624 514 871 
12 TOBLER Stefan SWI 274 536 662 645 778 479 
13 STEVENSON Garry AUS 301 452 595 201 880 895 
14 TAKABAYASHI JAP 248 508 617 724 554 669 

Toshillitsu 
15 LAMI Ph i lippe FRA 442 294 354 470 897 807 
16 KEMP Andrew AUS 195 883 542 676 399 554 
17 FRIEDRICH Thomas GER 263 619 610 690 32 3 7 34 
18 McKENZIE Ron AUS 243 326 699 749 297 798 
19 IRISAWA Yukio JAP 367 604 354 472 598 628 
20 SCHROETTNER Rob AUS 329 604 354 336 864 522 
21 LADYMAN Ian AUS 355 404 617 603 293 669 
22 BELTRAHELLO ITA 274 365 440 778 328 734 

Marco 
23 SCHILLING Beni SWI 473 651 354 383 371 594 
24 CHAPUIS Valery SWI 195 294 354 926 498 460 ~ 

25 MURILLO Xavier FRA 355 337 450 470 374 716 
26 GNEIST Suzy AUS 316 456 558 361 498 479 
27 MILLWOOD Hike GB 329 399 354 364 527 669 
28 BARKER Hamish AUS 243 337 405 439 320 887 
29 VARAINE Horgan NZ 195 494 354 439 472 554 
30 KEIH Eva NZ 374 294 558 423 211 416 
31 ENDO Youji JAP 237 294 354 359 457 479 
32 TAYLOR Philip AUS 195 294 354 188 498 554 
33 CHAMPION Peter AUS 195 223 354 439 177 650 
34 McCLELLAND Lee HZ 374 375 193 293 798 
35 UNO Hiroki JAP 195 342 354 206 177 554 
36 BOBNER Heinz AUS 274 223 354 211 228 522 
37 HEAD Phillippa AUS 195 223 354 408 177 416 
38 BARRY Shaun HZ 291 347 188 293 
39 Jenkins Ted AUS 263 223 
40 RAYNER-SHARPE AUS 177 

John 
41 N 

ISE 

Rnd8 Rnd9 Pnl Tot 
==== ==== --- ----

4 357 
4319 
4128 
3815 
3 794 
3743 
3664 
3627 
3551 
3526 
349 3 
3374 
3324 
3320 

3264 
3249 
3 2 39 
3112 
3023 
3009 
2941 
2919 

2826 
2727 
2702 
2668 
2642 
2631 
2508 
2276 
2180 
2083 
2038 
2033 
1828 
1812 
1773 
1119 

486 
177 

0 
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* TRIKE TRAINING & SALES 
* REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE 
* INTERCOM & RADIO SYSTEMS 
* FULL RANGE OF SPARE PARTS 
* INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES 

* FREE SEMINARS ON 
X • COUNTRY NAVIGATION, 
AIRPORT PROCEDURES & 
TRIKE MAINTENANCE 

SYDNEY BASED TRAINING. SEVEN DAYS A WEEK. ALL YEAR ROUND 

At SKYWISE we believe in providing the student with the highest 
standard of instruction, not only in the air but on the ground, 
While your training remains enjoyable, we ensure that it is both 
safe and progressive, 

~e St1plJS& I Call Lu~e Carmody CFI (~2) ~74·52~~ or ~1~ 44~·771 
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Safety Notice 

Issued by Angus Pinkerton, Chairman of the 
Flying & Safety Committee, 3 March 1994 

Airwave Magic IV Update 

The investigation into the fatal accident on 
18 January 1994 has not yet been able to deter
mine whether failure of the Magic IV 166 keel 
at the rear attachment was the primary cause. 
However, metall urgical exami na tion has 
revealed that there was nothing unusual with the 
mode of failure (simple overload), thus remov
ing the fear that this could have been a fatigue 
failure. 

The BHPA FSC have concluded that Air
wave Magic IV keels are, i f undamaged, perfect
ly adequate for all normal usage. So the 
recommendation thatthese gliders are not flown 
is withdrawn. 

Information concerning these keels received 
as a result of the last Safety Notice has led the 
BHPA FSC to decide that the integrity of all 
Magic IVs would be enhanced by the fitting of 
an Airwave keel sleeve modification . This 

modification therefore is STRONGLY AD
VISED. 

Owners of these gliders should contact Air
wave Gliders for details of Local approved Fit
ting Centres and prices . 

Magic IV owners should note that only this 
Airwave sleeving modification has been ap
proved and can be fitted without validating the 
C of A. Any glides modified in any other way 
will of course need to be individually registered. 

Advice from Airwave 

Airwave Gliders Ltd advise that "since 1990 
they have supplied all their replacement keels 
with inner sleeves . This was not due to lack of 
integrity in the keel but to overcome a problem 
of aircraft abuse which was occurring in Alpine 
countries where pilots were carrying out radical 
flare landings ill nil wind and landi ng on the rear 
end of their keels causing damage or in some 
cases complete failure." 

Should Australian pilots wish to retrofit 
sleeves to their keels, Airwave can supply kits 
and instructions for £10.20 + postage. 

Airwave Gliders Ltd, Elm Lane, Shalfleet, 
Isle of Wight P0304JY, tel : 0983531611, fax: 
0983531552 

Clearance to 10,000 n 
Rumour has it that the CAA has agreed that 

CAO 95.8 can be amended to allow operations 
to 10,000 ft. Good news in view of the fact that 

April 1994 

the HGFA has been pushing for this for almost 
10 years. Many thanks to those who have 
remained persistent. 

New Product 

Ezy-Eye Optics announce the release of the 
Visual Enhancement Flight Lens in two new 
models. 

The LID is now available in two lens 
colours (red and dark yellow). 

The MAX = Max Visibility, Max 
Coverage, Max Protection. The Max has a 
deeper lens, shaped simi lar to the LID and is also 
available in two lens colours (red and dark yel
low). New frame colours are available for those 
wanting fashionable colour coordination. 

The new colours are: Metallic Grey, Metal
lic Purple, Black, Crystal Blue, Crystal Grey, 
Blue FIeck and Grey Fleck. 

All new frames and lenses are interchange
able. The new frames features the spring sided 
rubber hinges as well as having been manufac
tured with 25% thicker polycarbonate for extra 
protection and strength. 

Ezy-Eye Optics have been tested to the 
Australian Standard 1067.1 - 1990 for protec
tion against ultraviolet radiation in sunlight for 
specified environments. 

Ezy-Eye Optics passes the sunglass and 
safety glass low impact test. The original Ezy
Eyes Optics were worn by top class hang and 
para pilots in competitions around the world and 
the new Ezy-Eyes are following the trend. Best 
of all, Ezy-Eyes are still onl y $80.00 a pair with 
a groovy cover bag. 

For dealer info contact Mark Mitsos at Fu
ture Wings on phone/fax 042 674570. 

Amendments for Tow Procedures 

All pilots who have a Hang Gliding Tow 
Procedures Manual are advised that copies of 
latest amendments can be obtained from the 
HGFA office, phone 069 472888. 

1994 Instructor Course 

Interested persons are reminded that the 
HGFA Levell Instructor Training Course for 
paragliding, hanggliding & PHG will be held at 
Wangaratta Victoria, 6-9 May. Contact Opera
tions Manageron 018 657419 for further details. 

Survival in the Wild 

The Student Support Group within the 
Tumut Aero Cl ub is conducting a survival 
course. Presenter is Major Kim Jorgensen, 
Military Field Officer with the Infantry and Ar
moured Corps and military flying instructor. 

The format of the course will be three ses
sions of approximately 3 hours each. The topics 
covered will include: 

First Aid, SignalS, Food techniques, Water 
resources, Rescue procedures, Immediate sur
vival, Protection, Safety equipment, Additional 
food (bush tucker) and assembling a survival kit 

The cost to participants will be $20 to cover 

• ----- ---- -.. 
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I ICOM 406 + UHF RADIO I 
I Aue;tralla'e; moe;t popular handheld UHF I 
I radio. The IC 40G PLUS comee; with el- I 

ther a powerful 5 watt Ni-Cad battery 
I or a long life 3 watt NI-Cad battery ae; I 
I e;tandard eqUipment. Great range of ac- I 
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I40G Plue 
I HS51 Heaa5et 
I Protective Caee 
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I YES, YES, YES, I 
I FREE HALL ASI + BRACKET, or I 
I FREE ICOM SPEAKER MIKE!! I 

with every 40G for a limited time. I -- I 

I (Your battery choice ... BP7, 5w 450 I 
mAh, orCM96, 3w 1200 mAh) 

I NEXT DAY DELIVERY ONLY $16 
I 
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I 
I ICOM A-20 AIR8AND I 
I At lae;t a reliable handheld VHF radio I I 

Programmable e;can, backlit panel & VOR 
I navigation function. Get one and fly le- I 
I gal II Headute;, Aircraft helmete; & a I 

wide range of accee;ooriee; available. I 
I FREE cau, FREE AC & DC chargere; .... 

I WILL NOT BE BEATEN ON PRICE. I 
I A~20MK11 $ CALL! I 
I NEXT DAY' DELIVERY $ 18 I 

I HALL AIRSPEED I 
I The original & the bee;t pocket $Ize $lId- I 
• Ing die;k alre;peed indicator I I 
I AIRSPEED $ 33 poe;1; $ 4.00 I 

BRACKETS $ 9 para glider, 
I $ 14 hang glider. I 
I I 
I Order I:>y phone/fax or mall I I 

Bankcard, Ma$tercard,Vi$a card all OK. 
I Pricee; tax exempt for aircraft ue;e. I 
I I 
I ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHINES I 

SUNBURY AIRFIELD 
SUNBURY, VIC, 3429 I I 
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(03) 431-2131 , (03) 744-1305 
FAX (03) 431-1869 
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the presenter's expenses. The course is expected 
to run sometime in May. 

If you are interested in attending or would 
like to find out more, please contact Jeanne 
Bevitt on 069 471196. 

1994 
~YEA~ 
QF ~-.-

COACH 
Year of the Coach 

1994is the Year of the Coach andall instruc
tors are encouraged to attend the National 
Coaching Conference to be held in Canberra, 
November 28 to December 3. The Australian 
Sports Commission recommends sporting or
ganisations recognise the contribution made by 
coaches, both paid and unpaid, who significant
ly influence our sporting opportunities. 

Furtherdetails of the conference or the 'Year 
of the Coach' program can be obtained from 
HGFA, 069472888 

1994 International Conference of 
Science and Medicine 

This conference incorporates the National 
Annual Scientific Conference in Sports 
Medicine and will be held in Brisbane from 5th 

T Entry and intermediate 
performance at an affordable 
price. The Moyes single surface 
XL. and the HGMA Certified double 
surface XT. Both avai lable in 
2 sizes 145 
and 165. 

to 8th October. The Conference theme "Sports 
Medicine for Lifetime Activity" encompasses 
sports research for the young, active and the 
aging and this conference acts as a forum for the 
exchange of ideas and knowledge both within 
and between, the various professions involved 
in sports medicine and science. 

For further enquiries please contact Mat
thew Reid, Conference Manager, or Christine 
Dobson on 06 2516944. 

NB: Some information is also available 
from Skysailor. 

Flying in USA 

Attention anyone interested in an extended 
flying trip of the west coast of USA, including 
Owens Valley, Colorado and Oregon etc. Trip 
length approximately two to three months, 
sometime between June and September. 

Phone or write to David McCoy (#33893), 
24 Blackwood Ave, Mentone Vic 3194, 03 
5833280. 

Editor's Note: Please /lote the above cor
rect phone number. Any inconvenience caused 
by printing an incorrect number last issue is 
regretted. 

Bad PR for Sports Aviation 

The latest feat by American James Miller 
was to land on the roof of Buckingham Palace 
in his powered paraglider. After landing he 
stripped completely before being taken into cus

tody to be charged . 

It seems the media is uneducated as to what 
a paraglider actually is. The British press printed 
an illustration of a man with backpack power 
pack suspended beneath a hang glider. 

Miller's previous stunt was to fly a powered 
paraglider into a boxing ring during the World 
heavyweight Boxing Championships in lJIIs 
Vegas last year. As well as missing his planned 
spot landing and putting spectators at risk on this 
occasion, his stunts do nothing for the image of 

our sports. 

Hang Gliding W olTies 

The following Q and A was spotted in a 
'New Idea' magazine: 

Q: Before our marriage, my husband 
promised me he would give up hang gliding, but 
he hasn't and it worries me to the point of illness. 
I also don't like the fact that he has broken his 
promise. What should I do? 

A : He doesn 't like the fact that you tried to 
use emotional blackmail on him and regrets 
making the promise in the first place. It just 
seemed to be the easiest way out at the time. 
Don 't try to change the man you fell in love with, 
or take away his interests. Otherwise, you will 
be the one who loses out in tire long run. 

New Venue for Flying Operations 

Trike & Ultralight Pilots & Owners in and 
around Sunshine Coast SE Qld. Are you looking 
for a new venue to hangar and fly? Gympie 
Airport is 1.5 hrs north of Brisbane; CTAF 
126.7. Main strip 14-32, 1402 m bitumen with 
wide-grassed margins. Gliding operations west 
side, ultra/trike east side. Cross strip 03-21, 596 
m grassed. Centre of Sunshine & Cooloola 
Coasts , Wide Bay ultralight/trike operations. 
Hangarage, fuel & flying buddies all available 
on si teo Contact Tony 074 827484 ~ .. 

!!!!~I!~T The Moyes XS 3 is the 
perfect' choice for the 
intermediate to advanced pilot. 

• Excellent Performance. 
• Light weight. 
• Faired rubber back uprights 
• Easy and fun to fly. 

• Except ionally clean & 
easy to use setup hardware. 

T The most comfortable. stylish and 
streamlined harness available the New 
Moyes XTREME. 



1995 Australian Paragliding 
Open 

The sixth Australian Paragliding Open is to be held end of January, 
beginning of February 1995 and the Paragliding committee is seeking a 

proposal from clubs interested ia running this event. 

The proposal should detail the following information. 

1. Sites to be used including launch height AGL, direction, glide angle 

to bomb out field and access. 

2. Accommodation facilities ava ilable and distance from site. 

3. Sponsorship. 

4. Entry fee and prizes . 

5. Competition committee. 

6. Tasks and scoring system 

7. Any other releva nt informa tion 

Please forward your proposa l by 30 May 1994 to: Stuart Andrews, 

Convenor, Paragliding Committee, PO Box 1, Thredbo Village NSW 
2627. ~ 

... World Champion Moye5 XTRALlTE, Available in 2 

sizes; the HGMA Certified 137, 147 and soon to be 
released 164. 

• Incredible performance with 
improved glide ratio. 

• Lighter weight. 
• Faster easier setup. 

• Lighter handling. 
• Traditional Moyes quality. 

Qua n tum Q 2 The Quantum is the latest 
in tlexwing (trike) technology. It combines the Q2 wing with 
the new Quantum trike which has been brilliantly 
engineered with function l strength and style being the top 
priorities. 

Features include: 
* Quasar type ergonomics with even further improvements for total pilot 

comfort. 

* Ultra strong Rectangular tube construction on trike basewith wide track 
and long wheelbase, combine to givea huge i mprovement over old type 
trike bases. 

* Mono pole fold~ above engine, so: 

1) No more fuel spills as engine does not move while rigging. 
2) Seat is fully moulded for comfort and can stay in position at all 

times (a great plus). 

* Adjustable foot controls for pilot (great news for the short and tall 
alike). 

* Gas strut assisted wing/trike erection for easy solo rigging. 

* Full moulded seat as in Quasar with full back support for complete 
comfort solo or dual. 

* Compression strut suspension with no rear axle wires, a must for rough 
paddocks and long grass. * Trailing link front forks, running in ballbearings, combined with wheel 
suspension, combine for effortless ground handling and landin~. 

* L1rge wheels with rugged tyres for tough Australian conditions. 

* Engines 503 Duallgn , 462 LC and 582 Low Noise. * Spat fins for high speed stabi lity and sure tracking. * Low noise model is so quiet and smooth, you will be checking the tacho 
to make sure the engine is still running! 

* In flight trim 45-70 mph hands off, with a top speed of almost 90 mph 
combined with the handling and stabi lity of the Q2 wing make the 
Quantum Q2 a great combination. 

The Quantum leads the way on trike performance, economy and 
affordability. PUT IT ON YOUR MUST FLY LIST! 

Sky Cycles Pty Ltd, 
14 Nodbem Ave, Moorabbin Air-POI·t, Mentone VIC 3194, 

Phone (03) 5875975, Fax (03) 587 5976 



by R Muller and D McLoskey 

In the 4 days leading up to the chang
ing of the New Year's guard for 1994, 

two teams of Sydney Hang Gliding 
Club pilots stayed in the area of the 
Warrumbungles National Park 

hopingfor the right conditions to 
allaw us to fly over the top. 

The Warrumbungles National Park is 
a mountainous area about 90 Ian north of 
Dubbo in NSW. It is believed to have been 
formed 13 million years ago by volcanic 
activity. Since then a lot of softer material 
around this area has been carried away by 
erosion to reveal amazing rock formations 
and spectacular peaks which are unique in 
Australia. 

As a 'hangy' it is hard not to drive past 
this area without imagining what it would 
be like to fly over it. Flying directly from 
the ranges presents a couple of practical 
difficulties. Firstly the area is under the 
care of the National Parks and they just 
don't want us to take off from inside the 
park for a number of reasons. Secondly 
there aren't any roads to the peaks where 
there are any possibilities of taking off. 
You either have to be very fit to lug your 
diver up there or rich enough to hire a 
couple of lackeys. However, with the aid 
of a wind with westerly influence, a tow 
rope and a few thermals it is quite easy to 
approach it from the plains which stretch 
out to the west. Several of us had been here 
in January 1992 and found 

peaks in the park over 3800 ft ASL. 

For four days several members of our two 
teams flew across the flat plains to get to the 
park. During the months leading up to our ar
rival, the rains had been kind to the graziers and 
farmers of the area and their green fields were a 

testament to this. With the amount of green on 
the deck combined with the moderate tempera
tures, base never got above 7000 ft ASL. This 
left us with some 'interesting' flying over large 
areas of tiger country. John Trude's first flight 
to the edge of the park brought him the con-

clusion that there were too few landing 
places to venture further so instead he 
snapped off the remainder of his film on 
the forbidding landscape . Judith 
Goldstone, having missed the opportunity 
last year, made no mistake of it this time 

• and despite getting airsick, had a 
memorable few hours flying into and 
around the park. She ended up landing 
near the ranger's station in the middle of 
the park, which is always a lot of fun as it 
is the feeding ground of hundreds of roos 
and emus. Watching them scamper, from 
a hang glider landing, is always a good 
laugh. 

To our knowledge, very little flying 
has been done in the area but with the tow 
strips we now have, covering both north
south and east-west, the f1yingisexcellent. 
So if you're bored with Buffalo, fed up 
with Forbes or tired of Tumut, why not go 
up north for a nice combination of flat
lands and mountain flying? If the day is 
blown out, it's worth visiting the park to 
have a closer look around. As well as the 
volcanic spires of trachyte, the Bungles is 
also famous for its large population of 
koalas. Several of our group have spotted 
them on bushwalking trips into the park. 

From here our next flying destination 
was to be Wi lcannia. At around the turn of 

the tow strips which we •• IIl"' ...... --"""'[r------------~-=:--.......... 'l!rO-..................... ---..... 
now use whenever we're 

the century Wilcannia had 
its hey-day as a Darling 
River port town but today 
it is a town with more than 
its share of boarded up 
doors and windows. Its 
80% aboriginal popula
tion has a small but 
destructive minority and 
the townspeople, both 
black and white, suffer 
because of them . 

in the area. Last year we 
both had the good fortune 
of flying over and into the 
park on several occasions 
and we spoke excitedly of 
the prospect of repeating 
the flights this time round. 

From our tow strips 
sixty kilometres away the 
'Bungles' look quite 
mysterious presenting an 
irregular sil houette jutti ng. 
out of the flat plain. The 
huge shining white dome 
of the Siding Springs Ob
servatory is visible from 
this distance, perched atop 
Mt Worrut, one of several 
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Anyhow, enough of 
small town politics; we're 
supposed to be writing 
about flying . Some 
eighteen months ago we 
chartered a Cessna to do 
some aerial surveys of 
hang gliding possibilities 
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around Wilcannia. We had wasted many hours 

trying to do similar survey work in the Nyngan 
area by car, only to become frustrated, so 
decided 'to heck with the cost, let's charter a 

plane". 

The countryside around Wilcannia is, in our 
opinion, a dream for hang gliding. There are 
seven roads out ofWilcannia which run straight 
for over 300 kilometres. The most important, 
namely E, NE, SE and SW run straight for 600 

kilometres, an achievable distance in a hang 
glider. During the hot summer months the NSW 
maximum temperature is regularly achieved by 
either Wilcannia or neighbouring White Cliffs, 

both of which are only 200 feet above sea level. 
Rolf and Judith both studied the Bureau of 
Meteorology charts and Stuve diagrams for the 
area. According to these charts, cloud base 
heights of more than 17000 feet are achievable 
in drought years wi t h hi gh ground tem pera tures. 

The same two tow teams from the Bungles 
came to Wilcannia and despite relatively stable 
blue conditions many of us got three hour or 
more flights day after day. The scenery out here 
is untouched except for the roads which cut their 
way through this desert-I ike terrai n and give the 
hang glider pilot security . Out here long 

stretches of otherwise landable countryside are 
not ventured over as being found would require 
air spotting. Except for the Darling River Bood 
plain and the high country toward Cobar, the 
landscape is lunar-like with colours from black 
through brown and red. The two contrasting 

features are the large crystal-clear freshwater 
lakes spreading out to the north and south and 
the Darling River, which snakes its way through 
the land, at times almost doubling back on itself. 

In the two weeks leading up to our visit last 
year, the seven year drought was broken in a big 
way. Many of the dirt roads were cut and by the 
time we arrived the lifeless ground was already 
showing signs of recovery. One grazier, whose 
property we tow off, lost close to 20000 head of 

sheep during the drought and was helpless to do 
anything. Last year due to the carrion, wedgies 
were in abundance. We would fly with them on 
a daily basis and sight-

feet ASL. Thermal strength during the week 
rarely got to 1000 feet per minute up. Unfor
tunately on the one strong day base was only 
5500 fet and wind from the west. The thought of 
attempting the tree covered steady rise toward 

Cobar did not appeal. 

We've found this place to be a wonderful 
Bying destination. With the shorter hours in the 

air this year due to the stable conditions, we 
spent several afternoons in the weir and 
befriended a few of the Koori kids. They would 
come over to our van of an evening and give us 
a hiding in cards and we'd all try to solve 
Wilcannia's problems. Ifanyofyouare thinking 
of flying in the area, the best tip is to stay out of 
town on dole day, which is once a fortnight. All 

hell breaks loose! 

We'll be back next year for our week-long 
stay in the hope that conditions will be better 
sui ted for the big one. After Drew's terrific effort 
at Hillston there seems to be a feeling among 

those who try or care that a flight of 600 
kilometres is achievable in this country on the 
right sort of day. We feel Wilcannia is the right 
type of place. 

Stay high, fly far . tao 

ings of feeding flocks 
as large as twelve oc
curred along the road
side . This year the 
wedgies were few and 
far between; the live
stock as fat as I've seen 
anywhere and the 
countryside along the 
Darling River flood 

POSITION VACANT 

plain had transformed 
from parched, cracked 

soil to healthy grazing 

land. 

With the exception 
of one day, wind condi
tions this year were 
light and base varied 
from 6000 feet to 9000 

Powered Hang Glider 
Chief Flying Instructor 

or 
Senior Pilot Instructor 

Must be prepared to work in association with 
committee and C.F.1. of active N.S.W. country Aero 
Club. 

Position would suit person with initiative, drive 
and keen business sense. 

UVEX 
Establishment of P.H.G. school has infinite 

possibilities fonight person with student instruc
tion and aero towing. 

April 1994 

The world's lightest full face 
helmet made from the world's 

strongest fibres. Available in s/m/l 
pillS 2 new sizes: xI/xxi 

Also available from Aerial Technics 
042942545 

Phone 075 463021 

Some students waiting to complete training . 
Strong support from members of trike wing 

of Aero Club. 
Applications close May 13. 

Please supply full details to: 

The Secretary 
Tumut Aero Club 

P.O. Box 112, 
Tumut. NSW. 2720 
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Brazilian Paragliding 
World Cup 

18-25 February 1994 

The first PWCA event of 1994 took 
place in Governador Valadares, Brazil. 
The competition organisers only had 2 
months to prepare the whole event ac

cording to the new PWCA regulations, 
aimed at giving value for money. They 

managed superbly. 

10 winning pilots. 

The Carnival's traditional Brazilian music 
provided an exciting backdrop to the competi
tion atmosphere, which was complemented by 
live groups every night organised by FUNSEC. 

The organisers were very friendl y but unfor
tunately the Meet Director did not speak English 
(official language of PWCA competitions), at 
least not to a reasonable level. Other members 

The entrance fee was $100 for a large pack- of the organising team who could speak English 
age of information including local regulations, were most of the time not in a position to help, 
emergency telephone numbers and a stylish T- so that I, as the PWCA's Technical Delegate 
shirt. Four trucks were laid on to take pilots up (TD), became the authority pilots turned to for 
the mountain towering over the city of Gover- help and information. Other drawbacks included 
nador Valadares via a very steep and difficult the two helicopters promised for safety purposes 
track. The same trucks were used for retrieve. A which never arrived. Luckily there were no 
doctor with an ambulance and supplies stood by emergencies during the event! Neither did the 
at take off,anotherfollowed pilots and waited at PWCA's new scoring program run without a 
goal. On the mountain top you could buy any few hiccups. However, the new system using 
refreshment you needed from the restaurant/bar coordinates allowed the day's scores to be out 
from a wide selection of fruit juices to steak and by 10-11 pm and gave pilots more information 
chips and local specialities. The Meet Director's than previous programs. Pilots give their landing 
PAsystem not only came into play for briefings coordinates, which are then entered into the 
but also churned out music to sooth pilots' ner- computer. This considerably cuts down on er-
ves; some even danced in true Brazilian style. rors and reduces the administration work of 
To top it all, prize money was awarded to the top measuring and calculat-

r;::~====~======~=============:====================ll i ng. With a few adjust-
S PEe I A L S ments, it will be a very 

Don't miss out on these bargain prices 

Buy Austral~an . 
Why buy imported items when there IS an Australtan 

product manufactured to the same standards at a cheapL'T 

price, without lengthy delivery and repair delays? 

* Reserve parachutes for hang gliders and paragliders 
manufactured to T.S.O. C23b (ANO 103.18) specifications. 
8 sizes are available for hang gliders and 4 sizes for 
paragliders. All sizes can be fitted with pulled Apex as op-
tional extra. Prices from: $450 (save $100) 

* Water bag: 2 litre backpack water sack for those 
X-country flights. (Camelback equivalent) 

Price: $65.00 (save $30) 

* Vario/ Altimeters: the most popular and reliable unit 
available on the market. With the ability to work in mar
ginal ronditions where others tend to fail. Reading in 2ft 
increments. Model V A Sjostrom. 
Price on application: We will not be beaten 

* Protectant "303", protect your new glider from the harm
ful UV rays, while also extending the life of the sail. Or 
use it to bring back the natural colours of that faded 
second hand glider. Spray on, wipe 
off. Price: $28 per Ii tre 

,. All prices plus freight and while stocks last 

AUSSIE-FLIGHT PRODUCTS 

24 hour hot line seven days a week 

good program, providing 
a valuable source of i nfor
malion. Wehopeitwill be 
completed for the 
Japanese PWC 17-27 
March. Another ad
vantage of the system is 
that the same program 
calculates PWC ranking 
and the new ranking list 
for female pilots. 

We had an excellent 
turnout of 146 pilots, 
which was not bad con
sidering only 2 months' 
notice was given, espe
cially so as all the best 
pilots in world paraglid
ing attended . It was cer
tainly well above 
expected figures at the 

Planning Meeting in 
November. Due to these 
numbers, and for safety 
reasons, the 7 day event 
was split into 2 days for 
preliminary rounds and 5 
for finals . 

PHONE: (042) 971923 . 
Governador 

Valadares has always 
been famous for its ~================~=-~----~ 
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favourable meteorological conditions, enabling 
flights nearly every day. For the training weeks 
before the competition the weather was superb. 
Bernard Ricaud (F) flew more than 100 km 
every day for 6 consecutive days, Richard Gal
lon (F) reached 173 km, Setli Calvarese (I) 150 
km and there were many more achievements. 

The preliminaries were welcomed with 
great hope and enthusiasm. The first day was 
won, to many people's surprise, by Ales Suster 
of Slovenia, the next by Yves Goueslain (lTV), 
French team leader. Sadly, as the competition 
started, a front brought localised and very 
prominent thunderstorms for the first 2 days. 
Although this caused some inconvenience, 
pilots still flew without too many problems. 

On the first day of the final, 101 pilots 
comprising the 89 surviving the cut and those 
from the top 30 of last year's PWC ranking 
attempted an elapsed time race to goal which 
was won by Patrick Berod (F, Edel), who flew 
55.5 km. However, a very large thunderstorm 
had developed between the last turn-point and 
goal, bringing lightning and heavy showers. 
Consequently, I expressed my opinion that the 
task should be cancelled although the Meet 
Director did not consider the conditions 
dangerous. This simply added to the mounting 
unsolved problems such as unnecessary talking 
on the emergency frequency causing pilots to 
switch off, unable to listen for real emergencies 
and the task not being written on the task board. 
After consulting Yves Gouslain of the PWCA 
Executive Board, we decided to invalidate the 
task for PWCA ranking, to the delight of pilots 
who had flown too close to the thunderstorm or 
not done too well that day. But to all the pilots 
who nearly completed the task, 1 do apologise, 
especially to Patrick Berod. 1 believe this 
decision was correct in the interest of all pilots, 
which is my only concern. However, as there 
was a protest by several pilots and a signed 
petition, I will ask the PWCA committee when 
we meet in Japan, to further discuss the decision 
for possible reconsideration and to make the 
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final resolution on this matter, which I will ac- thesameforbothoccurrences . Ouraimtobefair 

cept without prejudice. 

During the next few days the weather im
proved daily but never reached the same condi
tions experienced during the training period. We 
still f1ewtasksof30-80km every day. Every task 
presented another problem. Task 2 was an 
elapsed time race to goal won by Jimmy Pacher 
(I, Nova) . On checking films we discovered 13 
had notthe right photo sequence, mostly because 
they had not photographed the canopy in flight, 
as was the case with David Schmidt (A), a pre
viously unknown pilot who also reached goa\. 
At previous competitions an incorrect photo se
quence incurred disqualification from the task. 
The PWCA rule book clearly states that thewing 
only needs to photographed after the first turn
point. So we decided to give the pilots omitting 
this sequence points up to the first turn-point, an 
average of250 points. This decision appeared to 
be in the interest of the pilots. 

and use the rules in context and in this case the 
penalty for this kind of omission will be dis
qualification from the task for all 1994 events. 
Nevertheless, I will ask the PWCA Executive 
Board to look at alternatives as it seems a very 
harsh penalty for a technical error, bearing in 
mind that the penalty outweighs any benefits of 
cheating. 

The competition progressed without any 
other large difficulties and as the weather again 
improved, an elapsed time race to goal was set 
fo the 4th task which was won by Ewal Tschan
henz (A, Nova) with 86 km. For task 5 a speed 
run was set hoping to have an early result. Goal 
was set at 60.5 km and was achieved by 19 pilots, 
Karg Dietmar (A) winning the day with 2 hours 
18 minutes. Richard Gallon (F) finished 4 
minutes later, showing his skill for the first time 
in this competition. 

Results 
1 Harry Buntz D 
2 Patrick Holmes GB 
3 Bruce Goldsmith GB 

4 Jimmy Pacher 
5 Didier Exiga F 
6 Marko Novak SLO 
7 Ewal Tschanhenz A 
8 Jocky Sanderson GB 
9 Maurizio Bottegal I 
10 Christophe Mougin F 

PWCRanking 

1 Ewal Tschanhenz A 
2 Jimmy Pacher I 
3 Harry Buntz D 

4 Olivier Tops F 
5 Steve Ham GB 
6 Christophe Mougin F 
7 Karg Dietmar A 
8 Richard Gallo F 
9 Lives Santagiuliana I 
10 Rale Sprungli F 

Nova 
Edel 
Airwave 
Nova 
Edel 

Nova 
Nova 

lTV 

Nova 
Nova 
Nova 

Airwaves 
lTV 

The next day, as conditions had again 
deteriorated, the onl y sol ution was a task of free 
distance on an axis. Rale Sprungli (F) flew the 
best distance of 34.5 km followed by Jimmy 
Pacher 32.3 km. An unknown pilot landing on 
an airfield caused the organisers some headaches 
and we also discovered that 27 pi lots agai n had 
not photographed their canopy in the air. The 
task was free distance, without any turn-points 
so zero points had to be given to all offenders. 
The International Jury and myself as TO came 
to a mutual decision that the penalty should be 

Harry Bunz (D, Nova), through his consis
tent good flying won the competition with a 
cheque for $1000. Patrick Holmes came an ad
mirable 2nd in his first competition since his 
accident last June and after only having flown 4 
times. 

Finally as Technical Delegate, I thank all the 
pilots attending the Brazilian PWC, without 
whom it would not be a competition, our kind 
sponsors and members, without whom we 
would not have a PWCA, the organisers FUN
SEC, who created a great competition in a 

pleasant atmosphere, the Meet Director Haroldo 
Castro Neves with his immortal phrase, "For me, 
no problem," and all others who helped to create 
the first and successful PWCA event of 1994. 
We hope to return in 1995. If you have an 
opinion on any of the matters raised, please let 
me know. 

Jose Hayler, General Secretary of the 
PWCA and Technical Delegate for Brazil Ia. 

Sky Cycles P/L 
Trike Sales & Training. Sole Australian Agent 

for Solarwings/Pegasus 
NEW Pegasus Quantum combines economy of the "Q" model with comfort and cockpit 
ergonomics of the Quasar. In-flight trim to over 70 mph hands off. Phone for an information 
package on this world beater. 

Pe2asus Quasar 2 35 to 70 mph (hands off) . The smooth performer now available is low noise 
582. Super quiet, super comfort, superb handling, a real treat. 

Pegasus "Q" the performance and economy of the "Q" is well known. Still winning the 
competitions that count. 

Pegasus XL available in 462, low noise and 447. Also now in High Power configuration with or 
without tug equipment. Flying school and recreational favourite. 

Cyclone Chaser S The World Champion f1exwing single seater. Real economy and performance 
at a real low price. 

We also have good used aircraft available. 
Phone for an information package on any of our trike products or arrange a test flight. 

nUll t' CD J t' I Don't forget your IVO prop $600, and Special Communica trike systems includes helmet, visors, radio l:.nn .>c:;'" I.>. kit, battery & charger for only $950. 

--=~~ For all the latest in trike products and training. 

r9) ..l~';'~ 14 Northern Ave Moorabbin Airport Vic 3194 

~ Ph: 03 587 5975, Fax: 03 587 5976 
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100 Kilometres Out 
and Return 

On 5 March 1994 Tomas 
Suchanek, flying an Xtralite 
137, flew a 100 km Out and 

Return task. Launching/rom 
Stanwell Park, he took 2 hours 
and 7 minutes to set an average 

time 0/51.4 kph. 

Tomas came to Australia in November this 
season as he had high hopes for the record setti ng 
potential of this country. 

He chose Hillston, western New South 
Wales as the geographical centre for cross 
country events and though Tomas did not break 
the World Open Distance record, Drew Cooper 
did break the Australian Open Distance record 
with a (light of 427 kID and Darryl Franklin had 

a flight that would have also broken the old 
record if Drew had not been 1 hour ahead. The 
site proved to be excellent and the desert not as 
frightening as we previously believed. Good 
vehicles, instruments, radios and a GPS are es
sential. 

We returned to Sydney from Hillston when 
an unusual wet spell set in. Tomas decided to 
concentrate on locally achievable records for the 

remainder of this season and to launch a major 

campaign next season. 

The Flatlands offered some excellent flying 
and one day a triangle was set that qualified as 
an FAI triangle. Tomas made the necessary steps 
to carry a barograph and have official observers 
witness the flight. He won the day and set a new 
World Record that took the speed for 100 kID 
triangle from 31 kph to 38 kph. 

commenced at that moment, then the race was 
on. Those that saw the flight were amazed that a 
hang glider can fly so fast. He slowed down at 
Stanwell to gain height to cross to Mt Mitchell 
and cruised over the beach at 2000 ft then crossed 

Coalcliffwithout a turn, then bar to the knees to 
Bulli Pass where he had fun racing the cars on 
the highway at ridge height. 

Tomas was forced to make two 360' turns 
behind Mt Keira and one behind Mt Kembla to 
gain height to pass in the lee of both mountains, 
but other than that the whole flight was bar to the 

knees. 

The turn point was reached in 1 hour 7 
minutes and the return flight was completed 
withoutasingle turn at 2000 ft till he cleared both 
mountains, then little more than ridge height till 
Stanwell, where he flew below the ridge where 

the lift was stronger. The return leg to Garie was 
completed in 1 hour making a total elapsed time 
of 2 hours 7 mi nutes for a distance of 108 kID to 
set an average time of 51.4 kph. 

Tomas feels that this record demonstrates 
how good the site is and this speed is much 
higher than the average recorded. This record 

almost came to grief over the film again. The FAI 
insistsona single uncut length offilm containing 
the flight details . Tomas sent the film to the lab 
with strict instructions not to cut the film, but 

when it was returned it was neatly cut into 6 
strips. Luckily the backup film sent to another 
lab was returned in one piece and the record has 
been lodged. 

The FAI observer was Finn Spjeldnaes, a 
Norwegian pilot who said that a record must be 
beaten by a 2% margin, so if you consider your
self a chance you will have to make the same 
flight in 2 hours 3 minutes. 

Trike 
Update 
by Joe Scott 

What a summer season it has been! 

News of the GREAT TRIKE FLIGHT 
NORTH is spreading far and wide. Congratula
tions to Luke Carmody for wading through the 
mountains of paperwork to get all the approvalS 
required. 

Not an easy job by any means. Things 
started to settle down for Luke about half way 
through the trip. He certainly looked a bit 
stressed by the time they all made it to Byron 

Bay. 

Congratulations to all the pilots who made 
it as far as they wished to go. No injuries to 

anyone speaks highly for the pilot training sys
tem in place. The attitude of our HGFA instruc
tors is based on the quality of the pilots 
produced. 

Information and important reactions im
planted during training must keep coming back 
to the mind in time of stressful situations. 

One of the most rewarding aspects of in
structi ng is when a student comes back to sa y "I 
could hear you in the back seat saying ... and I 

just did it and no problems!!" 

INSTRUCTORS TIP: The most useful 
cloud explanation chart I have ever seen is in a 
children's book: The CHILDREN'S IL
LUSTRATED LIBRARY, WEATHER AND 
CLIMATE ror8 -12years!!! Believe itor not. 

Page 15 is very worthy of colour photocopy
ing and issuing to each new student. It gives a 
very clear illustration of the clouds and heights 
at which you'll find them. Just much more easy 
to relate to than the Bureau of Met cloud charts. The paper work and film requirements for a 

record take much longer than the record itself. 

Tomas left the film in the refrigerator for safe 
keeping, but did not allow for the conscientious 
cleaning lady. So this record is unclaimed for 

lack of a supporting film. 

Tomas feels 
that this is a golden 
country for oppor
tunity and this 
record is only the 

consolation prize. 
The big one is the 
Open Distance 
from Hillston to ? 
and it will have to 
wait till December 
'94 when he is sure 
he will have some 

opposition. We 
will see you all in 
thk: desert with our 
Dragonflys in 

December. 

Tomas Suchanek, far right, describes his 100 Ian Out & Return 
to the Sydney Hang Gliding Club meeting held at the Moyes factory 

Tomas is ever on the alert for sites that may 

yield good flying. Stanwell Park and the Wollon
gong ridge is renowned, but few have taken the 
trouble to measure it. He was surprised to find 
that no one realised that it is a perfect place for a 
100 kID Out and Return .. 

On 5 March 1994 a good southerly came in 
at an almost perfect angle. Tomas chose the 
parking area at Garie for an easy recognisable 
start point and a house in the valley at Macquarie 

Pass for the turn point. 

At a Sydney Club meeting Tomas described 
the flight. The take off was from Stanwell. He 
flew north to Garie and gained enough height to 
fly out and photograph the start point. The time 
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Bill Moyes la. 
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on the ground. Rick 
Duncan came back for 
Europe last year con
vinced the answer was 
the 3.47:1 C type gear 
box with the Catto wide 
blade propeller. 

This certainly 

Joe with Lena and Rachael at Tyagarah airstrip 

proved quiet when 
coupled with the air in
take silencer. Amazing 
is just how much noise 
is generated by the air 
intake to the carbies. 
The silencer gets rid of 
that two stroke ring
di ng-di ng from the 
motor. The Caito's 

Actually the whole book has lots of good info 
for basic understanding of Weather and Climate. 

So What Is New Out There? 

Intercoms: 
One of the most exci ting things to be developed 
of late is the Australian built intercom systems. 

As far back as 1989 I spent good money on 
a locally produced intercom guaranteed to be the 
best since sliced bread. Worked perfectly in 
tunnel boats with lots of noise, rally drivers 
wouldn't use anything else. 

Only cost $800.00 and is still silting on my 
junk shelf... going cheap if anyone is interested. 

The Communica *TM proved (0 be the only 
system to have. Excellent clarity, fair radio 
transmissions but too damned expensive and 
imported. 

Late last year a local highly experienced 
Trike operator came up with the "best" system. 
Better then Communica, all the bells and 
whistles. Looked beaut but a few si mple design 
flaws has relegated it to the "shel f", until a 
couple of mods should make it useable. 

The GREAT news then is that quietly,John 
Reynoldson, put together some headsets and 
helmets that compatible with Communica and 
sent them up to test. 

Excellent finish, brilliant noise attenuation 
and superb clarity had me hassling for his inter
com box. 

This was only sent when John was happy 
with it. Before it even arrived John phoned to 
say the volume on this test uni t was too low and 
the improved version was on it 's way. 

The "low volume" model, to me is fine. 

Theclarityofthevoicedoes not require high 
volume and now having been tested in a side by 
side Gyro copter, that instructor says these are 
the best he has used, much better than other sets 
with a $1400.00 price tag. The size, price and 
quality of the unit ensures its success and I am 

happy giving a full money back guarantee if 
customers are not completely happy. PRICE 
$870.00 complete with helmets (available 
without helmets). 

Noise Factor in trikes has been a concern 
for sometime now. Both for the pilots and people 
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wide blades provided 
good smooth power. But alas they started throw
ing blades!!! Thankfully all local ones were 
recalled before any mishaps here. 

After two years of i mporti ng the IVOPROP 
and being very happy with their performance, 
power, noise and durability I have now dis
covered the prop/gearbox combination that 
provides as much if not more smoothness, power 
and quietness of ANY, of the far more expensive 
English aircraft!! 

Test flights at Tyagarah (Byron Bay) are 
welcome for anyone who wishes to disagree, 
anytime. 

Park Brnke For Edge & Buzzard type 
aircraft. A simple yet effective system that just 
clips onto your existing foot brake also prevent
ing the foot throttle being operated until the 
brake is removed and stores easily in the side 
pockets. Priced at $19.95 and comes in black or 
black available from Skylimit, Byron Bay, 
phone 066 84 3616 

The Quantum from the Pegasus stable is 
looking impressive with John Goodrich doing a 
sales trip come holiday up the coast over 
Christmas featuring at the Evans Head flyin. 
This, by the way, is one flyin that should go on 
the TOP of your must get to list. Good flying 
good people and great fun . 

The Quantum features the 02 wing superb 
in cross country cruise but is still lacking the zip 
to throw it around of other model aircraft. 

Brian Horsley from Tasmania has been 
making quite a splash with his Flying Inflatable 
Boat, F.I.B . for short. We hope to get some 
information from him soon on it 's performance 
handling and flying ability . Sounds like it could 
be useful in many parts of the country. Stay 
tuned for this one. 

Tl"ikes and ultl'Ulights please note: 

A fly in/colli petition is planned at Tyagal'Ub 

ainitl"ip on Apl·iI23-251994. All welcome! 

As a last note, I'd like to suggest that 
prospective buyers carefully check all 
advertisers' claims. Make sure you know and 
understand exactly what you are getting for your 
money. n. 

r--------- , 
... and the long range weather torecaste 

tor Newcos1!e, Sydney, Meboume, Adelcide 
and places south (yes, Inclueing Hobart!): 

May: wildy, wet and cool 
.lune: windier, weHer and colder 
July: gales, floods and tree~ng 

August/September. Oh my gods, get me ouHa heren 
Whilstaf Byron Bay: sunny, ccim and woon 
weather ensures MAXIMUM nyilg days!1 

That's why we moved here! 

So if you are serious about 
learning to fly trikes, hang 

gliders or ultralights. 

Come to the specialists all 
under the one hangar roof: 

:~~~' , .. ~ . . : 
I -___ I 

: c:,~yliJllit : 
I Byron Bay I 
I I 

Hang Gliding 
Trike & Ultralight Flying I 

Ph (066) 84 3616 or 018 717147 I 

I Constantly testing and I 

I evaluating new equipment and: 
I ideas allow us to assist YQ.U., I 

I the newer pilots, to make an I 

informed choice about your 
aircraft and equipment. 

* IVOPROPS $611.00 I 
* INTERCOMS $870.00 with I 

helmets I 

* PARK BRAKE $19.95 I 

I * WINDSCREENS available I 
I soon I 

I Phone JOE SCOTT for details I 
: on all your flight equipment I 

. I 
requirements. 

018717141 or 

~ 066843616 ----------
I 

J 
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Parasliders 
Return 

To 
Mt Cole 
Victoria 

By Peter Clulmpwn 

From January 15 to 23 saw 
paragliderpilots contest the 1994 
Cross Country Classic in the Mt 
Cole area. 21 partlcipatingpilots 
came from a number of countries 
including Switzerland, France, 

Bavaria, Spain and an Edel team 
from Korea. There was also a great 

roll up of interstate pilots from 
Queensland, NSW, ACT, Victoria 

and SA. 

Saturday 15: Practice day and all pilots were 
flying from Mt Lonarch in the morning and 
when the afternoon sun started to bake the 
Sugarloaf, it turned on a slice of good flying for 
all the pilots. Registration was held that evening 
at the Golden Age Hotel with the usual 'There I 
was', yarns and lots of Knighty 's ice cold glas
ses of happiness . 

Sunday rained, so it was all aboard the bus 

1------1 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I Don't forget to tell the HGFA office so I 
I you won't miss any Skysailors! I 

Contact HGFA on I L _ 069 472888_ ~ 
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and off to Sovereign Hill, a world class tourist 
attraction depicting the Gold Rush era . 
Everyone had a fun and interesting day. The 
team from Korea disappeared at one stage and 
had us out looking for them in the rain. We soon 
found them with one of the pilots, Mr Kwang 
tied to a whipping post receiving a mock flog
ging for stealing a loaf of bread. The others took 

Charly Fellay 
flying an Edel 

Rainbow at Rock 
Hill 

back of launch and that was enough to nudge 
him into action. It paid off. Then everyone went 
into action mode, especially with the window 
closing time fast approaching and Phil baby 
getting up and away. Lucky it's a huge launch 
area. Some got up and some went straight down, 
it was that type of day; very stable. Phil Hystek 
made goal on his Edel Super Space, 'Cowboy ' 
Ron McKenzie 2nd with an Edel Racer II and 
Hans Peter from Swi !zerland, also flying an Edel 
Rainbow, came in third. 

Thursday saw a front charging through, 
lingering on Friday but with a better forecast for 

Saturday. Thursday 
night the Raglan Hall 
Committee put on a 
BBQ that was the best 
value at only $5 per 
head with cold cans for 
$1. The locals intro-
duced us to table tennis 
Raglan style. Absolute
ly hysterical, crazy fun 
that had everyone 
laughing and joining 
in. 

Saturday provided 
the better weather and 
we headed for 
Elmhurst Hill and this 
time it was the Korean 
Team's turn to show us 

photos, laughing and en
joying it all. The bakery at 
Sovereign Hill is superb 
and I can recommend the 
cornish pasties to 

Phil Hystek flying an Edel Superspace at 
Rock Hill. Phil was the only pilot to 

make goal of 30km 

all up with their skill. 
Mr Kwang, an ex
Korean commando 
parachutist now tlying 
an Edel Rainbow, won 
the day, much to the 
pleasure of his com
patriots. 

- photos Barbara Utech Saturday night, 
Raglan Hall and the 

everyone. 

Monday was better weather so a task was 
called and the take off si te was Ben More but no 
sooner had the window opened than the wind 
became too cross and too strong for this site so 
the day was cancelled for safety reasons. Tues
day was a cracker of a day Ben Nevis as launch 
and goal set at Lexton Sports Oval. C'..ameron 
Young, tlying his Edel Rainbow won this round 
with the fastest time of 66 minutes with 

traditional paragliders ' 
dinner dance swung into full on foot stompin' 
and jaw chompin ' mode. With the music being 
provided by the Rock'n'RollingiRythme and 
Blues band, Drivin' South, everyone was sweat
ing it out on the dance tloor. The food was the 
heartiest home cooked country grits provided by 
the ladies from Raglan and Crabs was out there 
keeping the beer and wine tlowing. Lots of 
friendly locals joined in on the fun and a great 

an average speed of28 kph. Second was r:-::"7-""'~-~~--:~""""~=-=-"""'======="" 
Charly Fellay, Edel Rainbow, third was 
Thomas Friedrich from Germany flying 

a Nova Sphinx and Andrew 'Sudsy' E ~, n *m;mt*~-tt;(jr~t 
Kemp on a Challenger C23. 

Wednesday was stable and the take li) $ihiat:m:~ 
off of Rock Hill was chosen with a goal 
set at Berkly . When the window 
opened, there was certainly no rush to 
get away, as there was not even a hint 
of any wind or cycles. It was hot on top 
of that treeless hill! After an hour of 
open window, Phil Hystek noticed a 
bird doing a few circles just over the 

~~~~IL~~2L~~22222ill 
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A line up of Supa-talented (he! he!) pilots on a day of high 
hopes but no flying at Elmhurst -p Barbara Utech 

night was had by all. 

Sunday last day of the comp and as stable 
as, so we headed for Ben Nevis with the hope 
that the rocky face of the mountain would be 
enough to trigger the elusive thermal off. Butno, 
not that day. We called it quits and headed for 
the cool sanctuary of the Golden Age Hotel and 
some more of Knighty's icey cold glasses of 
happiness. 

To give you an idea of the local support in 
this beautiful area, here is the list of the local 
sponsors. 

Major sponsors: Golden Age Hotel and 
Beaufort's Big Garage Sale. 

Other sponsors: Mick Thynne's Meats, Ses
sions Supermarket, Fosters Butchers, B & G 
Motors, Harney's Hotel, Taste Temptations, 
Beaufort Newsagency, Warren Angus Butchers, 
Fiery Creek Roadhouse, Andy's Milk Bar, 
Beaufort Hardware, Taylors' Milk Bar, Char
coal Chickens, Beaufort Lotto & Toys, 
Johnston's Auto Care Centre, Beaufort Fish & 
Chips and Bonne Sante. 

Special thanks to the Raglan Community 
Hall and Recreation Reserve Committee for 
their outstanding service; local land owners Ted 
Moore and family and Lindsay and Joan Preston 
at Elmhurst and Rick Derbyshire and family at 
Rock Hill; to Dave the Bus Driver and the Rip
pon Shire Council and all the local people for 
providing the friendshi p and hospi 1.:11 i ty; and the 
sponsors, who are most generous in the donating 
of the major prizes: 

Edel - reserve parachute and a harness 
Aircotec - flight instrument 
Ezy-Eyes Optics - 3 pairs of sunglasses and 
Rogo for the head gear. Thank you to all the 
competitors, helpers and everyone who made 
this comp possible this year and here's looking 
forward to an even bigger comp next year. Ia. 
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Attention 
Wingtips 

Participating 
Clubs 

Let me firstly apologise for not finalising 
these scores sooner. However a couple of errors 
in the scoring for the last rounds were identified 
and have now been corrected. These were the 
omission of B Eggert's scores for Sunday Rnd 
3 and the bonus scores for her. The other was an 
underscore on the timing of Roger Lynch's 
Saturday flight. These have now been corrected 
and the results are: 

TeamScore 
Sydney 2 4000 
ACf 3815.5 
Stanwe1l2 3754.5 
Stanwe1l1 3164 
Lwr Blue Mtns 2 2819.5 
lIIawarra 2752.5 
Tumut 2747.5 
Lwr Blue Mtns 1 2741 
Sydney 1 1927 
Sydney 3 1622.5 

The individual awards went to Leo Pearce 
(Sydneyffumut Clubs) for Round 1, Dave 
Arundell (Sydney HG Club) for Round 2, and 
to Craig Jones (Lwr Blue Mtns Club) and Kraig 
Coomber (Stanwell Park Club) for their perfor
mances throughout. I would like to congratulate 
everyone who participated and for their patience 
and enthusiasm even when the skies opened on 
the first weekend. 

Since our last round we have expanded the 
novice sites in Tumut to include a NE facing hill 
near Brungle which is about 900' AGL but is 
still 4wd access. This site has proved very con
sistent with two 160 km flights on its first usage. 
This site will not be accessible in winter or after 
rain. The other site 'Billo' is mid way between 
Argalongand Honeysuckleand will handle SW
NW winds. This is an all year 2wd access soar
ing site and final negotiations with the new 
owners should be completed before winter. We 
are suggesting to him that he open up the 
shearers quarters beside the landi ng paddock for 
hang glider groups . 

We welcome pilots at anytime but please 
contact us prior to arrival so we can provide 
updates on track conditions or potential site 
problems. 

I would suggest that all clubs provide a final 
report at their next club meeting to further 
promote wingtips and group visitations to other 
clubs. It would be good if the award winners 
were also acknowledged for their efforts. 

Safe flying to all, Ian Jarman. Ia. 
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Notice To All HGFA Members: 
Call For Nominations For Technical 

The HGF A Executive Board have 
adopted the following criteria for the for
mation ofHGFA Technical Committees. 

WOMENS COMMITTEE (Gender 
Equity) to be made up of: 

a) Three members representative of Hang 
Glider Pilots elected by HGFA Hang 
Gliding members. 

b) One member representative of Para glider 
Pilots elected by HGFA Paragliding 
members. 

c) One member representative of Powered 
Hang Glider Pilots elected by HGFA 
Powered Hang Gliding members. 

d) HGFA Executive Director ex officio. 
PARAGLIDING COMMITfEE to 

be made up of: 

a) One member representative of Paraglid
ing Instructors elected by Paragliding In
structors (also sits on Coaching 
Committee - currently Charlie Fellay). 

b) Three members representative of 
Paraglider Pilots elected by HGFA 
Paragliding members. 

c) HGFA Operations Manager ex officio. 
POWERED HANG GLIDING 

COMMITTEE to be made up of: 

a) One member representative of Powered 
Hang Gliding Instructors elected by 
Powered Hang Gliding Instructors (also 

Committees 
sits on Coaching Committee - currently 
Paul Haines). 

b) Three members representative of 
Powered Hang Glider Pilots elected by 
HGF A Powered Hang Gliding members. 

c) HGFA Operations Manager ex officio. 
COACHING and TRAINING COM

MITTEE to be made up of: 

a) Two members representative of Hang 
Gliding Instructors elected by Hang Glid
ing Instructors (currently Phil Pritchard 
and Lee Scott). 

b) The Paragliding Instructor representative 
from the Paragliding Committee. 

c) The Powered Hang Gliding Instructor 
representative from the Powered Hang 
Gliding Committee. 

d) The convenors of the Womens Commit
tee and the Competitions Committee. 

e) HGFA Operations Manager ex officio. 
COMPETITIONS COMMITTEE to 

be made up of: 
a) One member representative of hang glid

ingcompetition pilots elected by pilots on 
the Hang Gliding National Ladder. 

b) One member representative of paraglid
ing competition pilots elected by pilots on 
the Paragliding National Ladder. 

c) A representative of the Powered Hang 

Paul Kirwan in his Desire on his way up at Menangle 
photo by David Middleton 
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Gliding Committee. 
d) A representative of the Gender Equity 

Committee. 
e) The HGFA ClVL Delegate 
f) HGFA Executive Director ex officio. 
g) The CoachlManagers of the National 

Hang Gliding, Paragliding and Womens 
Teams as deemed necessary by the Com
petitions Committee. 
The HGFA Board decided that where 

members of these committees are to be 
eJected, a postal ballot is to be carried out 
through Skysailor. The Coaching Commit
tee positions were eJected at the last Na
tional Instructor Conference and will stand 
until the next NIC is held. Other than 
HGFA employees, committee positions are 
voluntary, though some expenses incurred 
in attending committee meetings and con
ducting committee duties are paid from 
HGFA funds. Elected positions will be for 
a two year period. 

Nominations are hereby sought for 
election to the following committee posi
tions: 

WOMENS COMMfITEE (Gender 
Equity) - HGFA members - a total of five 
to be elected - three Hang Gliding, one 
Paragliding and one Powered Hang Glid
ing. 

PARAGLIDING COMMITTEE -
HGFA Paragliding members - three to be 
elected. 

POWERED HANG GLIDING 
COMMITTEE - HGFA Powered Hang 
Gliding members - three to be elected. 

COMPETITIONS COMMITTEE -
hang gliding and paragliding competition 
pilots - one from each discipline to be 
elected by pilots on the respective National 
Ladders. 

The basic objectives and functions of 
HGFA Technical Committees are detailed 
in the Operations Manual Section 2.3.3. 

All nominations must be in writing 
and forwarded to the HGFA office by 
May 6 next. Nominations should include 
a brief citation for inclusion in 
Skysailor. ta. 

SKYSAILOR 
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ICOM Count on us! 

VVith ICOI~l, 
you're never alone 

up there 

II he IC-A20 MKII is your guarantee 

that whatever happens you will 

never be alone in the skies. This powerful 

handheld transceiver acts like a dependable 

navigator and co-pi lot, ensuring you never 

lose contact with your base or the ground. 

ICOM's state of the art VOR navigation 

system includes Course Deviation Indicator 

and Automatic Bearing Set System. 

A dual tuning system allows you to 

use the turning knob or 

illuminated keypad while 20 

channel memories, programme 

and memories scan capabilities 

provide simplicity of operations 

than few other models can match. 

'C-A20 MKU The IC-A20 MKII provides 

immediate emergency frequency access and 

fully meets the tough requirements of the 

Department of Transport and 

Communications for ground to air 

transceivers. 

Also available is the IC-A200 mobile 

transceiver, approved by the CAA for VFR 

installation. A powered cabinet (PS-80) 

allows the unit to be used for ground to air 

communication as fully approved by 

D.O.T.C. 

No wonder pilots all around the world, 

depend on the proven communication skills 

of ICOM, wherever they fly. 

For further information call free on (008) 338 915 

or write to Reply Paid 1009 lcom Australia Pty Ltd 

P. O. Box 1162 Windsor Victoria 3181 

Telephone (03) 529 7582 A.C.N. 006 092 575 

leOM Au.\rralia's warranty is only applicable to prodUC15 purchased 

from ,heir authorised A,<srralian Dealers. 



I State, Club and Region News 
Queensland 

Notes from Southern 
Queensland 

Hi there, fellow punters and others inter
ested in the invertebrate section of our sport. 

After a year or so numbers have increased 
from one to over twenty. Top marks to my first 
batch of students who persevered despite a lack 
offlyingsites and other experienced pilots in the 
. region. Not only have these girls and guys 
progressed to become very competent pilots but 
have been actively pursuing and securing new 
flying sites . 

This region holds excellent potential and 
with great weather virtually all year round, will 
hopefully provide a lot of frustrated southern 
pilots an escape from those dreary winter bl ues . 

Hopefully I'll bring you a full report of SE 
Queensland punting activities next month. Until 
then, on launch, keep it overhead and feel it. 

Phil Hystek, 
Silent Sky Sports, Brisbane 

New South Wales 
Central Coast Hang 

Gliding Club 
Hi there fellow high flyers. Another suc

cessful weekend of the 5th, 6th and 7th has seen 
a fewexdting flights at the popular Manilla site. 
President Garry Moulston suffered a little 
anxiety beneath his new rocket ship while Bob 
'hot shot' Bentley bundied off for a 100 k round 
flight. Not to mention the ' Gun' Wal Archibald 
who absolutely carved the skies to 5000' (and 
now looks 30 years younger). A couple of other 
pilots, Paul Bowie and Greg Holbut also saw 
some air but the excitement that ensued defies 
my humble descriptions . So I ' ll see you 
skybound. 

Paul Gibbs, 043341919 

Q. 

A 
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x 
NO QUESTIONS 

NEEDED 

--@~ 
MOYES HAVE 

THE ANSWERS 

Great Lakes Hang Gliding 
Club Inc 

Our small club has survived yet another 
year, a year in which we have achieved much 
recognition and promotion of our sport in this 
area. It is indeed gratifying to see the excellent 
sites in this area once again being used by both 
novice and advanced pilots regularly, thanks to 
the efforts to promote this sport by members of 
our club. 

Our thanks to members of the Northern 
Beaches club who initiated and commenced 
work on c1earinga launch site in the Giro Valley 
near Gloucesetr. 

On the weekend of the 26 and 27 February, 
Great Lakes club held our annual camp and 
family weekend, camping at the Bretti Reserve 
next to the Giro Valley. The weekend was 
blessed with the usual good weather one comes 
to expect from this whole area. Bretti is excellent 
for weekend camping, consuming the odd ale, 
swimming in the creek and canoeing . . 

During the weekend we also cleared and 
made ready the launch at Giro. Giro is a valley 
north west of Gloucester, approximately twen
ty-five kilom e tres south o f the famous 
Cooplacurripa site. The launch is approximately 
1800 feet above the bomb out area and faces 
south to south-west. Travelling distance from 
launch to bomb out area is around 5 kilometres, 
50% tar and 50% good gravel road. This area has 
the potenti al for some great flights . 

And now the good news. Great Lakes club 
is holding a competition come flyin over the 
long weekend in June being the 11,12 and 13th. 
This will be a fun weekend so bring the family 
and all will have a great time. The site is ap-

The Pilots. • • 

proximately one and a half hours drive north
west of Newcastle. Some members of the New
castle club suggested to Sandra and I, at their 
Christmas party, that we should have an inter
club drinking competition that night. Well fell as 
you lost that one badly, so come up in June and 
we will see if you can fly any better. 

A note to all visiting pilots to the Pacific 
Pal ms area re Booti launch . At this stage we have 
a very slender hold over the access road to the 
top. This access road could be closed at any time. 
A condition of our conti nued use of this road is 
that no cars are allowed past the first parking 
area you reach as you come to the crest of the 
hill at the top of the rise, so please carry your 
gliders from there to the launch, which is only 
some fifty metres. We thank you for your 
cooperation in this matter. 

Thanks to all those members who turned up 
for Keep Australia Clean day at the Cape Hawke 
launch site area . 

Tip for the month 
At least one incorporated club, affiliated with 
HGFA, that I know of does not have an annual 
membership fee. The point being is that a con
dition of incorporation is that to be considered 
to be a member of a club for the purpose of 
incorporation you must pay a minium fee of one 
dollar per year. Therefore as I see it, if you do 
not pay the minium fee but are considered to be 
a member of the cI ub, incorporation is worthless 
and will not protect you from possible litigation. 

Jim Parsons 

Northern Beaches Club 

Well fi nally getting around to putting pen to 
paper on the night before deadline ... again. Fol
lowing our March meeting thanks to Brian 
Hayhow and Mark Newland for coming up to 
the meeting and showing slides of the Worlds. 
Also for lending the demo Desire 141 to the 

Steve Moyes World Champion with 27 Years' Hang 
Gliding Experience 

Tomas Suchanek 
Drew Cooper 

The only ever Two-time World Champion 
Four-time Australian National Champion 

The Products ... 
An uncomparable range of Hang Gliders to suit all levels of 
pilot. XL, XT, XS 3, XTRALlTE, X2 TANDEM. 

The People ... 
An unsurpassed 27 year history in the sport, with innovation, 
safety, handling and performance, being the key to the driving 
force of Bill and Steve Moyes. 

SKYSAILOR 



club ... an excellent glider for 
thermalling .. . to this I must at
test. 

Thanks also to Mike Eg-

tow with us, you just need to be 

minimum novice rated with tow 
experience. Ring me for next 
date. Our Safety Officer Nigel 
Felton can also do your theory 
for your next rating. The club 
meets on the last Tuesday of 
each month at the Sportsman 
Hotel, Kildare Road, Blacktown 
starting at 7.30 pm . 

Good flying. 
David Middleton, President 

Skyhigh Paraglid
ing Club 

gleton (Mr Evolution) (yes, I 
have actually seen him flying a 
hang glider) for the discussion 
on care and deployment of safety 
chutes. We hope to put together 
a chute repacking night (not at a 
meeting) soon. When we finally 
get our program together for the 
year that night will be in it. Dane 
Snelling again needs to be 
thanked for arranging the 
weekend away at 
Bluey's/Boomerang which ap
parently ended up as a bit of a 
smash up derby. I hope those 
who had mishaps learned from 
their respective adventures. On 

Lower BLue Mountains club towing at Penrith Quarry 
photo DoLores Sempreboni 

this point our thoughts go out to Harvey Patter
son who is still at time of writing recuperating 
in hospital. We hope to see you again at a 
meeting in the near future, Harvey. 

We will definitely have another Bluey's 
weekend soon after the interest shown by our 
newer pilots at the last one. 

While on Bluey's/Boomerang ... Mark Hel
lier and friends would like to pass on a personal 
thanks to Steve Tinson of the Great Lakes Club 
for your assistance getting them all up to the take 
off Booti Beach. They also hope your roof racks 
have recovered from the ordeal. 

Flying to come ... Mt Ovens, Bathurst, 
Blackheath, Manilla. You'll have to come to the 
meetings to find out. 

We will have by now been to Rylestone for 
an aerotowing endorsement weekend so I guess 
thanks must go to Bill and Clive for their efforts 
on 19 and 20 March. 

A point that was brought up by Dane but is 
relevant to all newer pilots ... if you are unsure 
about a new take off for yourself or anything 
about flying, please ask the more experienced 
pilots. You will find them more than happy to 
explain what they have already been through 
which may save you some grief. You may even 
ask if they notice something that may be wrong 
with your flying. Constructive criticism can be 
a help. 

Guess I'll see you all our next meeting 1st 
Tuesday each month 7.30 pm, Dee Why Beach 
Hotel. 

Ian Duncan, Secretary 

Lower Blue Mountains Hang 
Gliding Club 

Our representation at the Richmond RAAF 

April 1994 

is now getting a bit thin as two out of the three 
RAAF people in our club have been posted 
elsewhere. Wow, it's already April; is the flying season 

over? Hopefully not! I must apologise to all you 
eager paragliding readers of Skysai lor who have 
been sorely missing (really?) the Skyhigh 
Paragliding Club news column for the past two 
months. Yes, I hear your irate demands for ex
planation. Well it's like this, I've just been doing 
too much flying (ie slacking around) in New 
Zealand and Australia to get around to writing 
the column. Good enough? Too bad! 

We must say goodbye to Steve Duncan who 
on 9 April 1994 is getting married to his lovely 
lady Janelle and almost immediately afterwards 
they are heading off to Townsville, where Steve 
has been posted, to set up home there. We all 
wish them well and shall miss them both. Steve 
is in the habit of taking a video camera up in the 
air attached to various different parts of his 
glider and the footage thus produced has enter
tained us at several club 
meetings in the past. Come ily with us 

MT. COLE, BEAUFORT, 
Victoria 

Home of the 1993 National Hang Gliding 
& Para Gliding Competitions 

Dynamic Flight Hang 

and the 
Mt.Cole Challenge 

Hang Gliding Trophy 
(25km triangle course) 

Mt.Cole Challenge 
Para Gliding Trophy 

(distance event) 

• We also say good

bye to Craig Jones who 
is an FlO on Hercules 
C140s. He appears to 
have pulled the short 
straw and ended up with 
a ground posting at dif
fering locations recruit
ing for the RAAF. He 
left at the end of 
February. Craig was in
strumental in the 
negotiations with the 
RAAF to obtain permis
sion for aero towi ng 
from the base and wi nch 
towing from the drop 
zone in Londonderry, 
neither of which, unfor
tunately came to frui
tion . He was also 
responsible for obtain
ing the Spring Ridge, 
Quirindi site where we 
spent a week winch 

towing earlier this year. 

Gliding School 
instructor Rohan 
Holtkamp lives & 
operates locally. 

(Competition for either Hang Gliding 
or Para Gliding Challenge may be 

conducted at any time during the year) 

We are still winch 
towing at weekends (not 
every weekend) at 
Menangle or Penrith . 
Anybody is welcome to 

Beaufort is situated one and a half 
hours west of Melbourne on the 

Western Highway. 

Accommodation available: 
Motel, hotels, caravan parks, 

camping, bed &' breakfast. 
Competition accommodation at 

Raglan Recreation Reserve 
(with power, hot &' cold showers) 

Enquiries: Phone (053) 49 2845 
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State, Club and Region News ... continued ... 
I don't think I can hope to catch up with all 

the developments in our little punting world 
since I last corresponded, but I'll do my best, 
starting with the most recent activities. Perhaps 
the biggest event in recent weeks was the 1994 
Paragliding Flatlands competition held at For
bes in February. Quite a few of the serious and 
not-so-serious brigade in the club found the 
intestinal fortitude to drive the long flat road 
north with literally tons of winches and tow 
gauges, kilometres and kilometres of rope, plen
ty of sunscreen and lots of 
those little loops of string 
that always break your tow 
release. 

After a few rainy days 
the weather improved 
enough for five competi
tion rounds in apparently 
mild ronditions. Big am
gratulations must go to 
Phil Brown with his well 
earned first place, showing 
that the new Swing high 
performer, the Minoa, is a 
wing to be reckoned with. 
Phil also achieved the 
longest flight of the com
petition with around 80 
kilometres on the first 

Mitchelhill's team did well to scamper away 
from the paddock at the end of one day, putting 
in a modest 12 or 13 kilometres on his Swing 
Axis. 

Although I have not heard of any serious 
accidents from the romp, there was at least one 
reserve deployment by Neil Bolton from Can
berra. Apparently Neil had a whopper collapse 
coming in to land his big Edel Rainbow, threw 
his 'chute, and by the time it had deployed his 
canopy was pretty much sorted out. The landing 

thing?" Well, the problem is solved - get a copy 
of "Paraglide" and show it to 'em. It ' s a short 
(20-25 minutes) video made by a professional 
cameraman, which aims to show newcomers 
what it's all about, and be groovy viewing for 
those of us who aren't new. About half of the 
footage has been shot from tandem flights, both 
on the West Coast and at Bright, and includes a 
few highlights of the "Not The Victorian Open" 
fly-in. At the risk of making this a complete 
pi ug, support this excellent production by order
ing a copy, at $25 including postage (and return 
postage if you don't like it!) from Onshore 
Paragliders (look Garry up in one of his adverts) . 

So, you've all been put-
ting in the hard yards to get 

competition day . Fred 
Gungl put in his usual top 
effort to earn second place 
overall. Among the other 
Skyhigh stalwarts who did 
well were Wally Taws on 
his Firebird Navajo and 

Martin Scheel, Swing Paraglider's chief designer, test-

some XC kilometres haven't 
you? Good, well keep the 
entries rolling in to the 
Mocopan Cross Country 
Challenge. Remember, any 
flight over five kilometres, 
anytime this year, anywhere 
under any type of paraglider 
(except a cI ass 1 rigid 
para glider, also known as a 
hang-diver) is eligible! 
"Sport" class (ie novice) 
pilots can enter a single coas
tal flight, but all "open" 
entries must be inland ther
mailing. Entry forms are 
available at Skyhigh club 
meetings, or from Skyhigh 
Club Inc, Box 446 Kew3101. 
At the time of writing the 
leader for "best 5 flights" is 
Andrew Kemp with a total of 
96.4 km, but I think this is 
already out of date if pilots 

launches his latest prototype at Fasen, Switzerland - photo Steve Hickford 

Garry Stevenson on his faithful Challenger C. 
Thanks must go to the organisers of the comp, 
and also to the drivers putting in the hours be
hind the wheel. Martin Pozzi, driver for Ken 
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was a little hard and I think Neil hurt his back a 
bit. There was one serious accident prior to the 
com p when Skyhigh "c1 ub doctor" Scott Wi I ki n
son had a nasty lockout whilst practice towing 

at Bright. Get well soon Scott, we' ll see you 
in the skies in a few months! 

As you will see elsewhere in this issue, 
the 1994 Paragl idi ng Nationals were held in 
the Corryong valley at the end of January. 
A total of six rounds were held during a 
week of very unstable conditions . 
Thunderstorms (remember those articles in 
the February Skysailor?!) on several days 
led to some very controversial decisions by 
the meet director Stuart Andrews, but few 
pilots could complain that we were not get
ting enough air time or altitude. Overall 

· winner was Japanese pilot Osamu Koeda, 
· in the Australians Cameron Young came 

• first, followed by Bernie O'Reilly and Fred 
.:. Gungl . For further details, check out the full 
: •••••. report in Skysailor or Australian Paraglid
) ingNews. 

.:. Isn ' t italwayssuch a pain when you tell 
) someone that you fly paragliders, and they 
S say "What is that, behind a boat or some-

who flew in the Flatl ands 
competition have submitted their flights. 

The flight of the month for February was 
awarded to Wally Taws for a splendid effort off 
Landscape, when he managed to fly to just 5 km 
short of Yea (about 23 km total) . A great effort, 
don't forget if you wantto emulateityou MUST 
be a member of the Eastern HG club to fly at 
Landscape. A packed house at the Retreat Hotel 
during the monthly meeting also decided thatthe 
dunny seat (perhaps we need a perpetual 
trophy?) should be yet again awarded to Trevor 
Danger. The mere thirty meter wide (empty) top 
landing area was just too easy, so Trevor put in 
a splendid effort to improve hang & paraglider 
rel ations by top-landing on the kingpost of some ' 
guy's half assembled hang-diver at Winkipop, 
Bell's Beach . 

This weekend (Labour day long weekend) 
should see a horde of crazed paragl iders descend 
on Beaufort and the Mt Cole region for the 
Skyhigh Club fly-in. Hopefully the forecast 
good weather will turn up, and if not the local 
wineries and hotels should do a roaring trade. 
See you there! 

Hamish Barker ~ 
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WANTED 
Instruments any cond preferably in working order 
ph Brendan 090 765028 

Pod harness to suit 6'1' ph Clinton 02 4282847 

Trike & Ultralight Pilots & Owners: Sunshine 
Coast SE Old looking for a new venue to hangar and 
fly? Gymple Airport is 1.5 hrs north of Brisbane; 
CTAF 126.7. Main strip 14-32, 1402m bitumen with 
wide-grassed margins. Gliding operations west side, 
ultra/trike east side. Cross strip 03-21, 596m 
grassed. Centre of Sunshine & Cooloola Coasts, 
Wide Bay ultralight/trike operations. Hangarage, fuel 
& flying buddies all available on site. Contact Tony 
074827484 

NEW SOUTH WALES 
Moyea Mission 170 (nov) vgc manual & batten 
profile sacrificed @ $1550 ono ph Paul 043 341919 
or leave a message 

Instruments & accessories for your trike 
Dual Exhaust Gas Temp Gauge: the only way of 
monitoring your air/fuel mixture & could save you 
thousands of $$$ on repairs; Water Temp Gauge 
with in-built alarm, don't get caught up & out after 
springing a leak; Carby Temp with icing danger zone; 
Dual Cylinder Head Temp Gauge; Vertical Speed 
Indicator, analogue ± 2000 ft/min with 100 ft/min 
markers ; 12 Volt Power Supply, noise free easy 
connection; Electronic Fuel Gauge System, accurate 
& reliable; Aircraft & Engine Log Books; Rotax 
Thermostat, keeps your engine temp constant & will 
preventShock Cooling; Cylinder Head Air Bleed Kits, 
stop a top end seizure or payout on repairs; K & N 
Air Filter Cleaner & Oil , it's surprising how few pilots 
are using the only recommended air filter cleaner on 

I-iang 

the market, anything else will damage your air filter! 
All the above are left overs from the Cape York trip; 
I have varying quantities of each item as they were 
delivered after we had left. 
All the gauges are of the highest quality & incl probes 
& complete instructions, prices are low due to a 
special discount I received because of the flight Call 
for more information Luke Carmody CFI 028745260 

Mission 170 (nov) 20 hrs airtime ex cond blue LE 
white & blue MS faired king post $1850 ono ph 
Michael 02 6399779 

Edge 582 LC 130 hrs ex cond fully certified Ivo prop 
spare wooden prop full instrumentation helmets in
tercom covers trailer $16000 ph 049 371781 

Trike Skylink Hornet side by side full instruments 
Ivo prop 532 engine approx 90 hrs price $16000 ono 
ph Adrian 063 843306 

Moyea Tracer harness brand new 2 tone colours 
red black suit 6'~'4' pilot $500 ph 018 671758 Wol
longong 

Blitz 137 (exp int) lovely handling glider for the 
smaller pilot in gd cond $2300 ph 02 3635555 

Probe 175 (int) one of the last made & has had v little 
use This glider is in mint cond & would suit AerolXT 
buyer with the bonus of extra perform black LE green 
US white MS many extras $650 ph 02 5293583 

Moyes XT 165 (int) great cond flown twice dk blue 
LE It blue & white speedbar $2480 + 
Moyes Tracer harness 176 cm suit avg build black 
& yellow also used twice $550 ph Stuart 02 3261734 
AH 

Calypso 170 (int) Airwave version of Aero 170 leas 
than 20 hrs nice & easy to fly bit of an orphan hence 

i d i 

silly price of $1500 also 
Ball 651 varlo $300 ph Alistar 02 3896591 

Paraglldera XL26 & XL28 both in ex cond 26 less 
than 40 hrs, 28 less than 30 hrs each canopy avail
able for $2900 which represents great value ph Greg 
024361032 or 018 261230 

Mara 150 (nov) ultra-light new front rear & side wires 
green LE pink US $750 ph Steve 065 558091 

Foil 152 Combat (int) fluoro orange mylar LE black 
& orange US fair cond updated hardware fittings 
$1300 ph Len 068 537220 

Foil 139C Combat (int) ex cond only 15 hrs flying 
time pink LE fluoro yellow & blue US $2700 also 
LR3 varlo/altlmeter with total energy averager etc 
all documentation as new $700 also 
Replogle barograph $350 ph Jenny 068 537220 
ph/fax/answering machine 

Mission 170 (nov) all ex cond low flying time $1600 
ono + 
Pod & helmet $350 ono + 
Mars 150 (nov) all excond low flyingtime$13000no 
+ 
Pod & helmet $350 ono ph Philippe or Fiona 02 
2613477 W, 5289304 H 

Airborne Edge latest model a bargain at only 
$17500 ph 018 446771 

Blitz 1415 (exp int) kevlar LE & TE mid blue/1ilac US 
as new $3200 + 
FoIl160B (int) ideal int glider $400 parts worth more 
+ 
Cocoon harness suit pilot 5'8'~' $80 + 
Apron harness $40 ph Mick 049 524856 

Sting XC 166 (int) fluoro yellow LE grey & white TE 

Tour 1: Fly & Fun Tour July/August 1994 
"Our fourth tour and the one designed to be the most fun you can have in 21 days." 

./ Aimed at pilots after casual flying time combined with an itinerary of fun! 

./ Lots of flying locations . 

./ Active Air Sports provides the airfare, all transport, accommodation and driver. 

Tour 2: Hard Core XC Tour August 1994 
./ Personalise~ instruction by World Class ranked U.S.A. pilot with knowledge of local 

conditions . 
./ Aimed at pilots wanting to fly many miles . 
./ Limited numbers, so be fast on this one! 
./ Active Air Sports provides airfare, glider transport, ground transport with driver, a variety 

of accommodation and instruction. 

For further information call Tony Armstrong 

042 942999 BH, 042 942584 AH 
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pod ham ... suit 6' & chuta, flying suit all in top 
cond $2800 ph 049 635398 

Foll1eaB Racer lime green LE white & fluoro yellow 
US fluoro pink TE reinforcement vgc $700 ph 
Lachlan 066 291365 

XS 155 (exp intI absolutely as new must sell all offers 
considered ph Greg 018 494377 or 049 498023 

Xact hames. suit 6' as new offers ph Greg 018 
494377 or 049 498023 

Blitz 137 (exp intI white LE pink US orange TS 30 
hrs airtime ex cond $2500 ono ph Jo 066 856287 

European body bag hame •• small $200 ono ph Jo 
066856287 

PA parachute & &52 Instrument. ph Greg 018 
494377 or 049 498023 

Tandem Advance Alpha Paragllder ex cond give 
away price must sell $1600 ph David 015 257224 

XS 155 (exp int) ex cond low airtime extras fins tip 
levers $2200 also 
Blackhawk pod hamesslge $150 also 
Parachute & altimeter $400 also 
Unlden UHF hand held CB $300 all as new cond 
ph 042 846492 H 

GPS Fllghtmata Pro Trlmbal as new boxed $1500 
028108370 

Combat 11152 (int) mauve LE pink & grey US white 
MS gd cond ph 042 967796 

Blitz 155 (exp intI white TS grey LE & TE hot pink & 
black US top cond low hrs plus a new air frame due 
to a transporting problem $2200 ono ph AirBorne 049 
499199 

Varlo Ruddock LR2 Vario Altimeter with total energy 
compensation & digital averager display. $350 ph 
Greg 066 280356 

XS 155 (exp Int) king post hang gd cond also Moyes 
pod with chute, Flytec varlo with mounting bracket 
brand new $3000 the lot ph Steve 066 857456 

Gyro 160 (nov). blue LE, blue T/E, pink centre sec
tion, greatcond suitfemale pilot$9oo ono urgent sale 
also 
Moyes Pod Hames. red as new, up to 175 cm $300 
ono, & womens helmet $50 - urgent sale also 
Danny Scott Racer Harnes. great cond orange & 
black, suit small male or female up to 170 em, sell 
cheap $400 - urgent sale Ph Jo-ann 02 5242068 
leave message 

GTR 1152 (int) pink Le blue US yellow mid section 
extra set round uprights gd cond $500 ph Clinton 02 
4282847 

Paragllder Edel Space 27 sq m safe top perf int wing 
90-120 kg 4 risers & speed system $2900 with har
ness ph Mike 02 5603070 AH 

Foil Combat 152C (int) mid blue fluoro orange comp 
sleeves flies great $1600 ono ph Paul 02 5217931 

Harne .. Wedgle suit 6' gd cond $600 also 
Ball &52 $440 ph Daniel 018 494505 

Combat 152 (int) v gd cond new side wires not fitted 
great value urgent sale $1300 ono ph Paul 02 
5883494 

XS 1159 (exp int) suit big guy/girl nice colours reas 
cond $850 ph Craig 02 9051609 

Foil 1eaB Racer (int) in gr cond white with orange 
LE new mylar manual batten profile lots of fun flying 
to be had for a low price of $900 ph Giles 02 3537325 

VI.lon 2 (int) blue LE yellow US new bottom rigging 
$3500 ono ph 066 853358 

XS 142 (exp int) white LE orange black fluoro yellow 
US 70 hrs $2500 ono also 
UHF radio Regency 5 watt$2oo ono ph Hayden 066 
884148 

Blitz 137 (exp intI absolutely perf cond with v low hrs 
features kevlar LE & TE band with distinctive sail cut 
ph Alan Daniel at Wingtech 049 499222 

Aero 165 (nov) 2 hrs flying ex cond $2500 ono ph 02 
5472847 

Varlometer/altlmeter Sjostrom model 90 alB in v 
gd cond $350 on ph 042 971923 

XS 155 (exp int) upgraded to XS "fluoro orange MS 
black & yellow US no flutter at all only flown to church 
on Sundays $1800 ph Terry Anderson 048 221989 

Paragllder Flreblrd F1 24 sq m 65-100 kg has had 
only 25 hrs airtime ex cond DHV Gutesiegal ap
proved Incl brand new Flightline packup back pack 
Ideal for nov-int pilot wanting a great value canopy 
which has a great high speed & glide & is v respon
sive Ideal for coastal flying $1200 ono ph Greg 042 
942817 

Gyro 2160 (nov) gd cond red LE $1250 ono also 
Danny Scott pod green & black gd cond suit 5'5' 
$200 ph Kareena 042 942212 

Airwave Kiss 154 (int) yellow LE pink & grey US all 
original tubing v easy to take off & land while retaining 
its high performance $1500 also 
Solarwings Rumour" (int) fluoro green surfcote MS 
pink & blue US v fast with ex glide $3000 also 
Future Wings "Flash" harness aluminium back
plate single yacht track slider side mounted chute full 
length zip; black green & yellow flash fluoro orange 
boot $500 incl PA chute ph Rolf Muller 025587422 
AH, 5551044 BH 

Swing Axis II (int) trimmer & speedbar gd cond 
$2800 also 
Swing Minoa (adv) speed system 3 mths old $4000 
also 
Sjostrom vario (HG) make an offer ph 042 943634, 
fx042941031 

Arrow II trike wing blue fluoro green & white has 
extremely low hrs ex cond $3000 ono also 
AirBorne trike & sing le seat wing (Swift) gd cond no 
motor $2000 ono also 
AirBorne trike with Edge wing blue grey & white 
Buzzard base motor 503 dual ignition 40 hrs 'C' type 
gearbox pod spatts big wheels Edge seat frame & 
seat altimeter & speedo after muffler vgc $10000 
AUF reg 10-1330 ph 068 521379 AH 

Mission 170 (nov) gd cond white with red LE low 
flying time $1600 ph 02 6293943 

Moyes Mission 150 (int) similar to XS Easy blue LE 
pink & It blue US v gd cond $1800 also 
Pod up to 175 cm gd cond $300 ph 02 3574151 

PROFESSIONAL 
SOUTH 

AUSTRALIA 
Advance Omega 28 sq 
m immac cond low hrs 

SAIL REPAIRS 
PH/FAX (049) 499 222 

Wingtech Pty Ltd 
U8/30 KALAROO ROAD, REDHEAD NSW 2290 

$2500 ph Mark 08 
2712223 or 018 087089 

Nova Phoenix 28 sq m 
as new high perform with 
safety ACPULS 12 A 
$2500 ph Mark 08 
2712223 

Rumourll (int) blue mylar 
sail pink LE yellow/blue 
US $1500 ph Peter 085 
789032 

Sting 166 (int) faired 
posts speedbar v It & easy 
to se tup gd beginner 
through to int glider as L __________________________ -J new cond low hrs $1950 
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(no offers) selling because of trike purchase ph 08 
3262908 

Sjostrom varlo & digital altimeter gd cond $450 
ono 08 3262908 

Foil 139 Combat II (int) white LE grey & aqua US 
low hrs 1 yr old glider in Mt Beauty for test flying 
$2500 ono ph Birgit 08 2721337 AH or Dermot 057 
572910 

QUEENSLAND 
Gyro 2 11S0 (nov) v little airtime black LE gold/pink 
US $1100 also 
Pod as new suit 5'6' plus only $300 also 
XR 145 (int) white scrim LE It blue US in gd cond 
finster uprights a dream to fly & only $3000 also 
Vision 170 (int) red LE grey/green US in gd cond 
only $1300 also 
Hang Gliding simulator with glider will fit on trailer 
or ute great teaching aid good for display only $600 
also 
2 x Unlden hand held radios UH 005 Sundowner 
$380 ea ph Henk 075463021 

Mars 170 (nov) in gd cond new wing wires & bolts 
also apron harness & helmet $800 ph Sean 075 
748355 or 018180434 

Trike 95.32 AirBorne Edge 532 176 hrs top cond 
$9800 070 987776 

Oxygen cylinder Mountain High 240 Itr $300 ono 
also 
Braunlger varlo/altlmeter/barograph AV comp 
model as new price neg ph 075 739205 

XS 154 (exp int) yellow LE white TS blue & aqua US 
low hrs in vgc $1900 also 
CG1000 harness vgc red & grey suit 5'2'.0' $400 
also 
Parachute never used $100 also 
Ba" va rio 651 $400 also 
Hel met red med in ex cond fitted with boom micro & 
speaker switch box incl to suit Icom or Electrophone 
UHF radio $160 ph David, 07 3441405 W, 2083800 
H after 6pm 

AirBorne Trike 95.10 reg uncertified Arrow "/Buz
zard 532LC Rolax 100 hr 2.58 gearbox IVO immac 
cond always maintained 24 It tank powerful reliable . 
power renowned handling strength stability charac
teristics cruising comfort pod wheel pants skirt ASI 
AL T RPM compass 12vDC alternator rectifier 6.5 Ah 
battery million dollar looks $7900 ph Tony 074 
827484 

Tandem Reserve for all those tandem jockeys who 
need to get legal Free Flight Enterprises USA PDA 
24 never deployed 1 yr old pc will supply re-packed 
$800 also 
Varlo LR3 Undsay Ruddock compl with 2 altimeters 
averager climb & sink audio cut in dual scale vario 
0-1000 fpm 0-2000 fpm, ft or m, ONH hpa ref, dual 
batteries Skywatch ASI safety strap soft cover $800 
ph Phil 018155317, 078463069 

Sjostrom vario/alt in ex cond $420 ph 074 482801 

Gyro II 160 (nov) rainbow US in gd cond apron 
harness & helmet$1000 ono also 
XS 11155 (exp int) white LE purple & blue US in as 
new cond $2900 ph 075 435716 AH 

PA chute pulled apex as new $350 ph 078564759 

Para glider Paratech P4 high performance 4 riser & 
speed system as new with factory certified A 1 con
dition $2500 ono ph 075 965679 

XS 155 (exp int) suit pilot 65-90 kg all bottom wires 
replaced sail replaced 2 yrs ago king post hang. 2 
flights over 100 km in last 2 mths, lover 150 & 2 over 
50 kms; easy to fly even after 6 hrs in the air $1200 
ono 079 726840 

Falhawk C30 '94 Advance with speed system 15 
hrs airtime as new pilot weight 85-115 kg ex cond 
high performance incl harness & reserve system 
mountings + ,bag $2500 ph Gerard 075 359662 

Swing Zenith (int) 26 sq m pilot weight 80-100 kg 
with trim for riser system v gd cond + harness with 
quick release carabiners + helmet & bag $1500 ph 
Gerard 079 359662 

XS 169 (exp int) low hrs great colours $1500 ph 
Steve 018 778634 
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Moyes 150J Mars (nov) ex cond only 8 hrs flying 
time orange white & It green complete with manual 
& batten profile spare upright $1650 also 
High Energy Pulled-apex Parachute new $400 
also 
AVl Sjostrom brand new 2 yr warranty $500 also 
Combat 152 white pink & aqua vgc $1400 must sell 
going O/S ph Matt 074914707 

Aero 170 (nov) white with yellow US orange LE 
batten profile aero foil king post low hrs god cond 
ideal for beg/nov also Moyes Xact hameSlS suit 5'8' 
& chute in ex cond also Lindsay Ruddock varlo 
with digital altimeter also 
GME UHF radio & charger reluctant sale $2500 the 
lot ph 079 396759 

XS 155 (exp int) upgraded to XS II specs all new 
wires power rib gd cond $1200 also 
CG 1000 harness 5'8'-6'2' + PA chute both in as 
new cond $450 also 
2 x UHF (Roadrunner) hand held radios 5 watt with 
charger $350 ea also 
Moyes pod hamesslge $200 ph Paul 07 3951819 

Lindsay Ruddock 2 in ex cond packed in foam carry 
case $345 ph Andy 07 3491940 

XS 155 (exp int) royal blue scrim pale blue MS lime 
& white US king post hang $1150 also 
Ball G51 varlo/altlmeter pc $350 ph 07 2169072 AM 

Towline Drogue Chute imported from USA looks 
like a mini paraglider self-deploying on release of 
pilot brand new $100 ph 07 2086604 

Airwave DOUble Vision 215 (exp int) ex cond only 
40 hrs the ultimate tandem glider for instruction or 
recreation white LE green & white MS It blue US 
$3700 also 
Moyes Mara 180 (nov) v gd cond low hrs new flying 
wires red LE dk blue & white MS white US $900 also 
Moyes Mara 170 (nov) v gill cond new flying wires 
black LE pink US $800 ph Scott 07 2737065 

XS II 155 (exp int) ex cond all white power rib TE 

$1800 ono also 
GTR 162 (int) gd cond red white & yellow $600 ono 
ph Mal Osborne 075 330440 

Paragllder Black Magic 24 40 hrs $900 with har
ness also 
Paraglider Challenger 'C' 23 bargain $2000 with 
harness also 
38 m Reserve pulled apex $500 brand new ph Jean 
Luc 075 729912 

Moyes Minion 170 (nov) 50 hrs ex cond (looks 
new) great colours $1900 ph Jeremy 07 2222315 
BH, 2614303 AH 

Blitz 146 (exp int) 19 hrs kevlar LE & TE $2500 ph 
Ethel 077 733580 

VICTORIA 
Mission 170 (nov) red LE rainbow US harness spare 
upright batten profiles & manual vgc $1600 Richard 
035691612 

HI-lite II paragllder in gd cond suitable for beginner 
$1000 ono ph Damien 03 3581325 W 

Skytech Fllghtdeck in gd cond ph Rohan 053 
492845 

Para glider Nova Sphinx 29 sq m (adv) impressive 
speed range & outstanding sink rate 50 hrs white(ish) 
with pink cell walls ex cond ACPUL 11 As and 1 B 
(asymmetric tuck) pilot weight 80-120 kg a delightful 
high perform wing for a mere $3200 ph Ken 03 
2882497 W, 8879173 H 

Aero Race 150 (novflnt) ex cond 2 seasons old flown 
inland sites mylar mauve lE & TE fluoro yel
low/mauve MS flies well aerofoil uprights $2200 ono 
contact Usa 018 054342 or 03 4607462 

XT 165 (int) ex cond v gd 1 st or 2nd glider gd thermal 
or coastal glider $2400 also 
Aussle Skin Pod ex cond with reserve chute $800 
also 
Flytec 3020 varlo & altimeter records flights & peak 
values as new $800 ph 03 7991416 

Para glider Pro Design Challenger C23 safe top 
perform & rock solid wing suit 75-95 kg total flying 
weight new lines fitted 23 hrs ago canopy age 100 
hrs $2300 ph Wade Bishop 03 6502356 B, 052 
614420H 

XS 155 (exp int) white with orange LE king post hang 
gd cond bargain buy will accept any reasonable offer 
ph 059786388 or 018 390560 

XS Easy 155 (int) peppermint green lE white US 
faired king post & uprights speedbar vg cond $1800 
or will swap for Mission ph Sandy 03 5438673 

Airwave Magic IV half race red mylar LE pocket 4.8 
oz dacron MS mid blue US faired king post & uprights 
(one spare) variable geometry 65 hrs logged airtime 
mint cond must sell no longer flown $800 also 
Moyes Pod harness black with gold stripe with 
many extra features internal drink water bladder etc 
$250 also 
Paradynamlcs 'Mosqulto' rapid deployment back 
up chute 1.5 second deployment time $400 will sell 
as complete or separate also 
Ball 620H varlo with United altimeter 10 ft incre
ments to 20000ft in fibre glass pod with mounting 
bracket $250 ph Ian O'Neill 03 8876208 or 018 
178945 

Varlo & altimeter Utek Hummingbird vario with 
mounting bracket as new cond PA altimeter 0-7000 
ft vgc $200 for both will freight around Australia ph 
Steve 03 7234328 

Mercury 582 low noise with all instruments $21000 
018583668 

Mercury 582 low noise with instruments $21000 03 
5348540 

Mercury 503 unassembled $14500 018 583668 
please calion either of the above numbers if you 
have any queries 

Sting 118 (Int) Pink mylar LE, dark & It blue U/S, only 
4 hrs airtime. Ideal for lady or small pilot $2,500 ph 
Debbie 057 282723 

NO MORE SQUISHY 
EARPLUGS! 

PROTECT YOUR HEARING AND YOUR HEAD and 
COMMUNICATE WITH CLARITYI 

AFFORDABLE AUSTRALIAN-MADE, QUALITY HELMETS, 
HEADSETS, INTERCOMS and RADIO PATCH CABLES ARE 

NOW AVAILABLE 

Headsets: Plug-compatible with popular Communica™lUltraProTM or our intercoms. Use alone or 
with our helmets. Includes a flexible boom noise-excluding mike and personal volume control - $180 

Helmets: Comfortable, most sizes, in White, Red or Black. Wear with headset - $180 includes Visor 

PTT Patch Set: single seat operation with ICOMTM radios and most ultralight headsets - $75 

Intercoms: Quality, 2-place, at a budget price, includes leGMTM interface and PIT switch. - $150 

Single Seater Special: ULTRANAV Flight Planner. 
Helmet, headset, PTT Radio Patch: $410 

LIJ!fI 
Plan your dreamjUght! Windows and DOS versions to 

suit your DOS, Windows or OS/2 PC. 
Windows Version: $60 DOS Version: $50 

please specify disk. size/density when ordering) 

Manufactured by Aerial Pursuits in 
Des Rycrofts' definitive "Ultralight Navigation" 

textbook: $15 with Ultranav, $19 separately 

PURSUIT/10 Trike Plans 
A 95 .10 Single Seater with sparkling 
performance you can build yourselfl 

60-65mph cruise, 108 sq ft wing. 
$10.00 includes postage. 

Some spare parts available. 

April 1994 

Australia. 

PLEASE NOTE OUR 
CORRECT PHONE NUMBER! 
(Typo in February Skysailor, sorry!) 

03-5970527 fIuiat~ 
68 Teddington Rd, Hampton, Vic 3188 

Ph: 03-5970527 Fax: 03-5981302 
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Foil 1 eoa (in1) lIuoro pink LE white 
TS yellow US fair cond flies well 
manual & batten profile incl $700 ono 
ph John 03 7724573 

Mission 170 (nov) 60-95 kg as new 
3 yo 35 hrs fluoro orange LE white TS 
red/blue white US incl spare uprights 
& speedbar manual/maintenance log 
& batten profile $1500 ph Steve 03 
8733473 AH, 5415363 BH 

Blitz 155 (exp in1) vgc low hrs $2000 
ph Danny 057 751365 

Mission 170 (nov) gd cond yellow LE 
& part US $1600 ono ph 03 3638085 

AirBorne Edge 582 LC 10 hrs only 
full instruments electric start kit & bat
tery trailer communications box Ivo 
prop $17500 ph Peter 052821736 

Mission 170 (nov) vgc black LE 
white TS black US with small blue 
triangle faired king post & uprights 
speedbar spare round A-frame bat
ten profile & manual $1900 ono ph 
Hugh 03 7181920 

Apco HI·Ute 23 with trimmers 25 hrs 
50-80 kg incl harness $1000 ono ph 
057562399 

FoIl155B (int) white MS rainbow US 
faired king post and speedbar gd 
cond $600 also 
EF6 rigid wing in gd cond $600 ono 
ph Michael 03 7998277 

UHF Icom 40G cheap $375 (new 
$570) Phillips 320 (+ aerial) to link 
with Icom $125 also 

" 11 ( ~ 
\ '\ Ou.\! (\. . oN1"llo .... I O'-'cY1.. -
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XS 155 (exp int) low hrs no flutters 
yellow & green tip levers nice glider 

1000 0 ~t. ~ANC. C.~'D' ~ C. 

$1900 ph Chris 052 217096 or Rob 052 223019 

Moyes pod Ige to suit to 6'2' ex cond purple blue & 
grey $350 ph Paul 03 3806691 

Bargain trike 95.32 AirBorne Edge 582 immac cond 
as new with only 10 hrs suit new trike buyer comes 
with full instrumentation & electric start 3 blade Ivo 
prop & factory trailer. Colours: black pod blue LE It 
blue & white MS fluoro orange fin also 1 pair black 
Communica helmets with corns box. This is a reluc
tant but forced sale by trike student & must be sold 
asking $18000 or best offer ph 03 8763981 AH 
mobile 015 304725 

Trike 95.32 AirBorne Edge 582 engine completely 
overhauled this trike comes with the lot full in
strumentation electric start 3 blade Ivo prop strobe 
light landing light remote choke remote fuel primer 
for instant starts regularly maintained in gd cond 
$15000 or best offer ph 03 8763981 AH mobile 015 
304725 

XS Easy 155 (in1) peppermint LE fluoro blue tail 
flared king post & down tubes with speedbar $1700 
or swap for a Mission 170 ph Sandy 03 5438673 

Icom IC 40G UHF hand held inel charger speaker 
mike & protective cover new (used once) still in box 
$500 ph Winton 060 243503 

Foil Combat 152 (in1) mauve LE fluoro yellow US 
crisp clean sail v gd cond great in light lift! batten 
profile & manual $2800 also 
Moyes pod mauve suit pilot 5'10' -6'2' $300 or the 
lot for $3000 ph John 057 522694 

Moyes Pod Ige blue/white suit5'11'+ vgc $300 also 
Reserve chute Ige 22 gore long bridle recent repack 
$400 ph Peter 057 951232 

Moyes Missile 180 (int) brand new particularly 
suitable for building into single seat trike $1000 ono 
also 
XS Easy (int) king post harig for easy handling fully 
faired with speedbar candy pink LE white MS tur
quoise US low hrs ex cond $2000 ono also 
XS Easy (int) fully faired with speedbar blue LE white 
MS fluoro orange US fair/gd cond $1500 ono also 
Polaris 160 (high performance Italian glider com
parable to Foil C or XS) blue LE white MS fluoro 
orange US ex cond low hrs urgent sale giving away 
for $1000 also 
Mission 170 (nov) red LE white MS orange & blue 
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US ex cond $1900 ono ph Steve 018 570168 BH or 
057551724 AH 

Foil 152C (int) ex cond approx 30 hrs I'm selling my 
pride & joy due to buying a farm with no time to fly so 
it's going out for only $2600 also 
Air Support Wedgy harness with reserve chute for 
$800 (also only 30 hrs) I can deliver to SA, Vic & Sthn 
NSW so ph me now on 050 941203 W, 941201 H 

Foil 139 Combat 2 (int) cool colours 1 careful lady 
owner with low airtime $2600 with a weekend XC 
soaring course for you & a friend in the Bright/Mt 
Beauty area. Australian Coaching Council Coach, 
HGFA Levell 14 yrs OS & Aust coaching exper. 
Jump of a hill at this bargain ph Dermot 057 572910 

Combat 2 152 (int) violet blue vgc built '92 90 hrs 
airtime logbook avail one sp upright test fly welcome 
$2800 ph Ian 03 7621364 

Faired upright to suit Airwave Magic 111166 $50 
ono ph Vince 037552314 

XS 142 (exp int) ex cond only 30 hrs logged v 
distinctive looking giider in the air $3500 firm ph 
Wayne 060771201 

Moyes Meteor 190 (int) vgc gd for tandem or the 
larger flyer $650 ph 03 5313503 

Combat 152 II (int) mylar LE & TE sleeves haif 
battens purple LE fluoro pink MS yellow US white TS 
ec never bent $2600 also 
Fall 160B Racer (int) scrim LE & TE 3 hrs airtime 
fluoro orange LE It green MS fluoro orange US white 
TS Combat bag new side nose & top wires immac 
cond ideal 1 st high performance glider bargain 
$1700 ph Steve 03 4207881 BH, 5802768 AH 

Instruments Aircotec Piccolo used once only perf 
for paragliding or small HG instrument $450 03 
5833280 

Combat 152 (int) white MS grey & fluoro yellow US 
$2500 also 
Probe 160 $400 also 
Flytec 3020 with bracket $600 also 
Sky Systems pod harness & chute suit 5'6' -5'10' 
(med wide) $500 also 
Emtron Ace UHF hand held plus extension mic & 
boom mic on helmet $350 also 
Electrophone TX472D $320 all above items in ec to 
vgc ph 03 7445855 AH 

Foil 160B (int) fiuoro pink LE white 
TS yellow US fair cond flies well 
manual & batten profile inel $700 ono 
ph John 03 7724573 

Mars 170 (nov) blue & white new 
uprights & base bar vgc with batten 
profile & owner's manual $900 ph 
David 03 7552415 

To be sold as a complete outfit for 
1 good offer or reasonable In
dividual offers, any Inquiries moat 
welcome: GTR 1152 (int) black LE 
white MS in reas cond $490 also 
Sportkeller pod harness med blue 
hardly used compl with parachute 
$540 also 
Flytec instrument 3020 with speed 
indicator never used $890 also 
UHF Icom 400 with leather case 
HS51 headset & charger still in box 
never used $590 also 
UHF Royce hand held transceiver 
with extra gain aerial charger & a 
speaker/mic as new $290 ph Daryl 
054470658 

lTV Meteor Gold 26 18 mths old 50 
hr airtime gd cond green leaving for 
Japan urgent sale $1900 ono incl 
harness ph Geoff White 057 501244 

XS 142 (exp int) ex cond low hrs 
white LE & TS lemon & It blue US 
skies out well & has been treated with 
much TLC ring Heather 057 551503 
& we'll negotiate a pricel 

ACT 
Paraglider Edel Apollo 27 (nov) 90-
115 kgs speed system 20 hrs ex cond 
$2300 ph Gary 062592314 ah 

XT 165 (int) gd cond 18 mths old scrim LE with 
speedbar $2300 ph 06 2815919 

Moyes Mission (nov) under 1 0 hrs flying time as new 
also Pod harness suit 5'6'-6' & chute $2300 ph 
Peter 06 2957401 

Mars 170 (nov) rainbow stripes new flying wires & 
wheels $600 also 
Paradynamic cocoon harness 5'5' -5 '10' gd cond 
$90 also 
Wills Wings harness (same as Tracer) 5'-5'5' gd 
cond $250 also 
Flytec 3005 alt/Vario as new cond $570 ph 06 
2940537 

TASMANIA 
Moyes Mission 170 (nov) NEW 1 hr flying time, red 
LE , red & grey US complete with manual & batten 
profile also 
NEW Moyes pod harness in matching colours 
$2000 ono the lot! Ph Darren 004 583261 will con
sider trade on Rotax 503 or 582 cash adjust 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
Combat 2152 (int) purple LE white with yellow & 
black tiger stripes US comp sleeves & extra half 
battens $2800 ono ph Clayton 097 341016 

Blitz 137 (exp int) urgent sale only 80 hrs old free 
delivery to any city in Australia contact Airsports 09 
3816053 for details 

Hot Sex Sale 
Q, What is almost as good as sex but lasts a whole 
lot longer? 
A, Flying either of the gliders listed below. 
Foil 1S2C (int) grey LE fl pink US low hrs never 
pranged a dream to fly $2500 also 
Foil 139C2 (int) fl pink LE fl yellow & fl pink tiger 
stripes US the pocket rocket ex cond never dropped 
nose $3000 also 
Future Wings harness jacket style no frame 2 int & 
2 ext storage bags black/fl pink vgc suit 180 cm 65-85 
kg $425 ph Lex 097344531 

Skyline harness suit5'9' -6' black with black & white 
nature panels camera & radio pockets 4 mths old ex 
cond $1600 new but will take $1150 ono ph Michael 
096711413 or 3816053 ... 

SKYSAILOR 
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FUNCTION The H221 
Harness takes its name 
from the innovative sliding 
linkage between the 
shoulder straps and the 
lumbar support/seat straps. 
This allows you to hold any 
body position from standing 

Harness tilted 

up to lying back for minimum drag, - without the need to adjust 
shoulder straps and in max4mum comfort. 
SAFETY All the webbing is tested to a minimum of 1500kg. Careful 
design of the loadpaths ensure optimum strength even in the event of 
a reserve deployment. All buckles are backed up witi:l failsafe straps. 
The H221 delux with reserve pocket accepts most reserves without 
modification. 
LIGHT WEIGHT Extensive use of 25mm webbing reduces the weight. 
The seat board is a unique quadral polycarbonate laminate which 
combines great strength with light weight and good impact 
absorption. 
PERFORMANCE Semi cross brace leg straps give the 
best combination of weight shift steering and stability. 
For those who prefer it, full cross bracing is an option. 
COMFORT Quite simply the most comfortable harness 
you may find! 
PRICE H221 Delux; $485 Includes reserve pocket, 

backplate pocket, storage pocket. 
H221 Lite; $395. Includes backplate pocket 

and introducing the 

Made from 2.0mm 
polycarbonate with foam 
inserts. 
This combination 
provides near optimum 
energy absorption in an 
impact. 
The interlocking plate 
design transmits the 
loads upward , further 
reducing shock. $320 
Fits H221 Lite, Delux and 
many other harnesses. 
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Steve Marshall RMB 6272 Wodonga VIC 3690 
Phone 060 271739 
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